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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION
ADVERTISING EFFECTS ON BRAND SEARCH AND PREFERENCE:
ASSESSING THE MEDIATIONAL ROLE OF Aad AND Ab
by
Sandipa Dublish
Florida International University, 1998
Professor Paul W. Miniard, Major Professor
Most advertising research has focussed at examining effects of advertising on
attitudinal responses or brand preference and choice. However, in a natural
environment, the time period between advertising exposure and purchase decision
is filled with prepurchase search. Prepurchase external search refers to information
search from sources other than memory, prior to making a purchase decision.
Usually consumers access only a small subset of available information and base their
choice decisions on it. Prepurchase search therefore acts as a filter and, the final
v
choice depends critically on the small subset of potential inputs the consumer notes
in the environment and integrates into the decision. Previous research has identified
a variety of factors that affect consumers' prepurchase search behavior. However,
there is little understanding of how specific advertisements designed by marketers
impact consumers' prepurchase search. A marketer would like consumers to search
information that reflects favorably on his/her brand. Hence, s/he would attempt to
influence the brands and attributes on which consumers seek information prior to
making a choice. The dissertation investigates the process by which a particular
marketer's advertising influences consumers' search on available brands, i.e., the
marketer's brand and other competing brands. The dissertation considers a situation
where exposure to advertising occurs prior to seeking information from any other
source. Hence, the impact of advertising on subsequent search behavior is the topic
of interest. The dissertation develops a conceptual model of advertising effects on
brand search and conducts two experiments to test the tenets of this model.
Specifically, the dissertation demonstrates that attitudinal responses generated by
advertising mediate advertising effects on search attitudes and behaviors. The
dissertation goes on to examine how attitudinal responses generated by advertising
and subsequent effects on search alter brand preference and choice.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
Most advertising research has been directed towards understanding consumers'
attitudinal responses to advertising, such as attitude toward the ad-Aad and attitude
toward the brand-Ab (see MacI ns and Jaworski 1989 for a review). However, in
the marketplace consumers have the opportunity to learn about products from a
variety of sources, such as opinions of friends/family members, Consumer Reports
etc. Often, the time period between advertising exposure and purchase decision may
be filled with deliberations about which brand to buy and the search for information
to help make this choice (Baker 1993).
Prepurchase information search refers to the gathering of information needed
for making brand judgements and choice decisions (Bloch, Sherrell, and Ridgway
1986). A consistent finding across many studies is that consumers engage in limited
information search (Katona and Mueller 1954; Newman and Staelin 1972). Usually,
consumers access only a small subset of the available information and base their
judgements and choices on the subset of information they have considered (Alba,
Hutchinson, and Lynch 1991; Sheluga, Jaccard, and Jacoby 1979).
Given the importance of information search to product evaluation, marketers
are interested in influencing consumers' search so as to benefit their own brand.
Therefore, a marketer may want consumers to (1) include his/her brand in their
search, (2) exclude or include certain other competing brands in their search, and
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(3) focus their search on attributes more favorable to his/her brand, i.e., attributes
on which the brand is superior or comparable to competition. This dissertation is
concerned with consumers' brand search behavior. This is in contrast to previous
studies on prepurchase search which have primarily examined consumers' search
behavior at the product category level, for example, purchase of an automobile,
apparel, appliances etc. (see Beatty and Smith 1987 for a review).
Prepurchase search literature treats advertising as one of the many sources of
information (i.e., a component of search) rather than an influencer of search
behavior. However, advertising differs from other sources of information in that it
is most directly controlled by the marketer and is very pervasive. Advertising
messages account for a substantial proportion of all communication people receive
from nonpersonal sources. In the United States, advertising occupies almost one-
fourth of the roughly 25 hours the average person spends weekly with television;
nearly a fifth of the 20 hours spent with radio; fills three-fifths of the space in
newspapers; and over half the pages in magazines (Bogart 1995, p.72).
Surveys have shown that advertising is sometimes welcomed by consumers
and is perceived as informative and useful for making purchase decisions (Bogart
1989, p.49; Engel, Blackwell, and Miniard 1995, p.189). Advertising may
contribute significantly to consumers' initial learning about products because (1) it
is plentiful and repetitive (Wright and Barbour 1975) and (2) advertising information
is available at virtually no cost to the consumer (Nelson 1974; Wemerfelt 1996).
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The dissertation considers a situation in which exposure to advertising occurs prior
to seeking information from any other source. Hence, the impact of advertising on
subsequent search behavior is the topic of interest. The dissertation investigates the
process by which a particular marketer's advertising can influence consumers' search
on available brands,' i.e., the marketer's brand and other competing brands.
Consumers' information processing from advertising and consumers'
information search behavior constitute two prominent research streams (see Macinnis
and Jaworski 1989 and Srinivasan 1990 for reviews). However, presently there is
little understanding of whether exposure to advertising affects consumers' information
search behavior and, if so, in what ways? The association between advertising and
information search behavior constitutes the focus of this dissertation. The
dissertation develops a conceptual model of how exposure to a particular marketer's
advertising impacts consumers' brand search.
The model puts forth 'attitude toward search' as the link between the ad-
exposure context and the prepurchase search context. The construct of 'attitude
toward search' is not new and has been incorporated in past studies. A strong
positive relationship between attitude toward search and actual search behavior has
been observed. Research has revealed that consumers with more positive attitude
toward search spend more time and effort in searching information from a variety of
sources (Beatty and Smith 1987). However, thus far the relationship between
attitude to search and actual search, has been examined at the product category level
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and not at the brand level (Beatty and Smith 1987; Punj and Staelin 1983).
Another stream of research has demonstrated that advertising improves brand
evaluation when it is seen prior to exposure to other factual or experiential
information about the brand (Deighton 1984; Hoch and Ha 1986). Although it has
been suggested that this effect is a result of advertising's influence on consumers'
information search behavior, not much empirical evidence has been provided for this
contention. This dissertation examines how attitudinal responses generated by
advertising and subsequent effects on search alter brand preference and choice. The
dissertation is organized as follows:
Chapter 2: Discusses relevant findings from the prepurchase
information search literature.
Chapter 3: Discusses relevant findings from the advertising
information processing literature and the advertising-
information search relationship.
Chapter 4: Presents the conceptual model and consequent research
hypotheses.
Chapter 5: Presents the research methodology.
Chapters 6 & 7: Present the results from Experiments 1 and 2
respectively.
Chapter 8: Summarizes the dissertation and discusses the
implications thereof.
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CHAPTER TWO
PREPURCHASE INFORMATION SEARCH
Defining the Construct
Information required for decision making can be acquired either from
memory, i.e., internal search, or from other outside sources, i.e., external search
(Bettman 1979). Past studies on information search have focused on understanding
consumers' prepurchase external search effort, defined as "the degree of attention,
perception, and effort devoted toward obtaining environmental data or information
related to the specific purchase under consideration. The focus is directed toward
active rather than passive search due to the ambiguity and difficulty of measuring
passive search" (Beatty and Smith 1987, p.85). Srinivasan (1990) provides another
definition of prepurchase external search as, "the conscious, goal-oriented behavioral
response for acquisition of information from environmental stimuli (and not
memory)," (p. 154). In line with previous research, this dissertation also studies
consumers' active, prepurchase external search for information.
Three dimensions of prepurchase external search have been identified - depth,
content, and sequence (Bettman 1978; Jacoby, Chestnut, and Fisher 1978). Depth
of search refers to the total amount of information acquired, i.e., the total search
effort exerted by consumers (e.g., number of brands searched, number of attributes
searched, number of stores visited, total time spent on search). Content implies the
specific pieces of information acquired (which brand? which attribute? from what
source?). Sequence specifies the pattern of search, i.e., the order in which
information is acquired (e.g., is it brand based versus attributes based; which brand
or attribute is searched first? second?). Research findings concerning these three
search dimensions are discussed in the following sections.
Depth of Search
Two theoretical perspectives summarize the major forces governing depth of
prepurchase information search, which refers to consumers' total search effort. The
first perspective comes from economics of information - EOI (Stigler 1961), which
seeks to understand 'why' consumers search for information in terms of costs and
benefits of search. According to EOI, one can determine the optimum amount of
search effort by equating expected marginal benefits of search to the expected
marginal costs of search. In other words, consumers will search for information
until they reach the point at which the incremental benefits of search are less than the
incremental costs of search. Costs of search include time, effort, and money spent
in searching for information, frustration, and other psychological costs, such as the
delay of the decision. Benefits of search include finding the most satisfactory option
(lowest price, best quality), or feeling that one did a thorough job (Bettman 1979,
p. 124). Lower search costs and higher search benefits increase search effort,
whereas higher search costs and lower search benefits reduce search (Duncan and
Olshavsky 1982).
There is considerable support for the link between costs-benefits and search
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effort. Lanzetta (1963) found that, as costs increased, less information was
purchased. Bucklin (1966) found that lower shopping costs were related to greater
external search from stores. Lutz and Reilly (1974) observed that in purchase
situations where perceived risk was low, i.e., lower search benefits, consumers
preferred to buy and try a product rather than seek information from other sources.
Other researchers have noted that consumers search more for higher priced products,
presumably because perceived risk, and consequently search benefits, are higher for
expensive products (Bucklin 1966; Dommermuth and Cundiff 1967; Katona and
Mueller 1954). Swan (1969) found that when subjects received payoffs (benefit) for
making the optimal choice, search increased. Also, Claxton, Fry and Portis (1974)
showed that presence of financial constraints for a consumer implied more search.
If finances are tight, presumably cost savings (benefits of search) are more important.
Another perspective for understanding consumers' information search
behavior is the information processing perspective (Bettman and Park 1980; Johnson
and Russo 1984). According to this perspective, search effort depends on
consumers' motivation and ability to search for information. Motivation has been
defined as the desire to expend effort on a task (Bettman 1979). Motivation to
search could be influenced by several variables, such as an individual's need for
cognition, product involvement, purchase involvement, or attitude toward shopping
(Beatty and Smith 1987; Bloch, Sherrell, and Ridgway 1986).
Ability to search is defined as the perceived cognitive capability for searching
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and processing information, and involves cognitive processing ability, knowledge of
sources of information, and knowledge of procedures for searching (Brucks 1985).
Consumers' prior product knowledge is one factor that significantly determines their
ability to search (Johnson and Russo 1984). Knowledge about a product category
usually comprises awareness of product terminology, product attributes, attribute
importance, product usage information, purchasing and decision making procedures
(Engel, Blackwell, and Miniard 1995, p.338; Marks and Olson 1981).
More specifically, we can differentiate between (1) Brand knowledge -
knowledge of brand specific facts such as brand names, features possessed,
performance, etc. and (2) Product category knowledge - knowledge of product
terminology, relevant attributes, attribute covariance, etc. (Fiske, Lubbehusen,
Miyazaki, and Urbany 1994; Punj and Staelin 1983). Most studies which used
measures of product category knowledge have observed a positive relation between
knowledge and search (e.g., Brucks 1985; Duncan and Olshavsky 1982), whereas
studies which have measured brand knowledge have found a negative relationship
between knowledge and search (e.g., Beatty and Smith 1987; Moore and Lehmann
1980).
Thus, consumers search less if they already possess relevant information on
brands. Higher knowledge of the product in general, however, facilitates acquisition
and comprehension of brand-attribute information (Miyake and Norman 1979). In
a situation where consumers possess little brand knowledge, for example, when faced
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with new or unfamiliar brands, we would expect their search behavior to be
primarily governed by their product category knowledge.
Usually the term 'product knowledge' is used to refer to product information
that is stored in consumers' memory as a result of past experiences, information
search, etc., and is retrieved when performing a particular task. However, even
when such information is not stored in memory, ability to search can be enhanced
by providing external information stimulus (Moorman 1990).
Content of Search
Content of information search, i.e., the specific items of information sought
by consumers, is in large part determined by consumers' purchase goals for that
particular situation (Bettman 1978). Goals are abstract attributes or benefits that
consumers seek from the product, such as, an economical car versus a sporty car or
an easy to use camera versus a versatile camera (Huffman 1996).
Prior product knowledge is yet another important determinant of search
content. Specifically, consumers with higher levels of product knowledge seek
product attribute information to make their own judgements about the product. In
contrast, consumers possessing low product knowledge prefer to 'subcontract' the
decision, i.e., seek judgements or recommendations from other personal/nonpersonal
sources (Solomon 1986). Rosen and Olshavsky (1987) observed that subjects who
made their own choice decisions, without relying on others' opinions, had
significantly higher levels of product knowledge as compared to subjects who relied
on others' judgements. Subjects who relied on others' recommendations acquired
less product attribute information as compared to subjects who judged products by
themselves. Brucks (1985) observed similar patterns. She found that the number of
product attributes examined increased with an increase in consumers' prior product
category knowledge. Subjects with higher levels of knowledge tended to rely on
their own judgements whereas subjects with lower levels of knowledge tended to seek
dealer recommendations.
Consumers with low levels of product knowledge do not seek information on
specific product attributes because they are either unaware of which attributes to
consider (Miyake and Norman 1979) or they lack the ability to comprehend the
information obtained. Consumers with low levels of product knowledge are not able
to infer related product benefits from attribute information (Maheswaran and
Stemthal 1990). Maheswaran and Stemthal found that novices preferred
advertisements that linked product attribute information with end benefits of the
product over advertisements which provided attribute information only.
Sequence of Search
Sequence of search refers to the order in which the different brands and
attributes are searched. Regarding attribute search, prepurchase search literature
suggests that the order in which information is acquired for an attribute is highly
correlated with its subjective importance (Holbrook and Maeir 1978; Sheluga,
Jaccard, and Jacoby 1979). Hence, the more important an attribute, the greater the
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likelihood that it will be searched earlier in the prepurchase search task (Simonson,
Huber, and Payne 1988).
A normative model of consumers' brand search behavior has been provided
by Meyer (1982). According to this model, search on a brand is a function of its
perceived utility. The higher the initial utility of a brand the greater the likelihood
that it will be searched and searched earlier. The 'utility' of a particular brand is the
level of preference the consumer associates with the brand at the onset of the search
process. A reduced set comprising of brands with relatively higher utility values
forms the focus for subsequent search. Thus, a brand will be searched only if it has
a reasonable chance of being chosen. Such brands tend to be brands that have a
higher initial preference. One indicator of brand utility is consumers' attitude toward
the brand (Ab). Simonson, Huber, and Payne (1988) observed that information on
brands with higher prior attractiveness (more favorable Ab) was acquired earlier in
the search process.
Meyer's (1982) model assumes that though consumers estimate the utility
value of each alternative brand, the possibility that additional information may
change the utility values (and therefore preference rankings) of available brands
provides a motivation to search additional information. However, if one brand has
a much higher utility value than other alternatives, further information will be less
likely to affect utility rankings and choice. Hence, perceived benefits of additional
information will be low, thereby reducing search effort (Hagerty and Aaker 1984).
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Therefore, a high prior utility associated with a specific brand could result in reduced
search on competing brands.
Summary
This chapter outlined the major determinants of prepurchase search - costs
versus benefits of search, consumers' motivation and ability to search, purchase
goals, attribute importance, and brand utility. This dissertation is primarily
concerned with consumers' brand search behavior, i.e., which brands are searched?
in what order? how much search effort is devoted to each brand? An important
determinant of brand search is the brand's expected utility at the commencement of
the search task.
One indicator of brand utility is consumers' Ab (Simonson, Huber, and Payne
1988). Marketers rely considerably on advertising to help create a favorable attitude
for their brand. A few studies have found that advertised brands are searched more
than nonadvertised brands (Hoch and Ha 1986; Mothersbaugh 1996). One
explanation for these findings could be that advertising encourages search on
advertised brand(s) by creating favorable Ab and thereby enhancing perceived utility
vis a vis competing brands.
Advertising is therefore expected to affect brand utility by creating a favorable
or (unfavorable) Ab. The main premise of this dissertation is that, when consumers
are seeking information to make a purchase decision, initial exposure to advertising
will influence their subsequent search for product information. Specifically, the
12
dissertation investigates how a marketer can influence search on his/her brand and
competing brands by using advertising to create a favorable attitude toward his/her
brand. Chapter Three reviews research findings from the advertising information
processing literature and develops the rationale for advertising's influence on
prepurchase search.
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CHAPTER THREE
ADVERTISING AND PREPURCHASE SEARCH
Advertising Influences on Attitudes
Usually an important goal of advertising is to change consumers' attitudes in
a direction more favorable to the advertised brand. Consequently, a primary focus
of advertising based studies has been to understand how advertising affects
consumers' attitude toward the advertised brand (see Belch, Belch, and Villareal
1987 and Maclnnis and Jaworski 1989 for reviews). Research has shown that
attitude toward the brand (Ab) is affected both by brand related beliefs (brand
cognitions) and attitude toward the advertisement (Aad) itself (Gardner 1985; Lutz,
MacKenzie, and Belch 1982; Mitchell and Olson 1981).
Aad not only affects Ab, but also directly impacts 'brand interest'. Brand
interest is defined as the "base level of approachability, inquisitiveness, openness, or
curiosity an individual has about a brand; it is conceived as having a behavioral
orientation much like exploring" (Machleit, Allen, and Madden 1993, p. 73). Aad
was the primary antecedent of brand interest in the Machleit et al. study (because
they were dealing with mature brands). Hence, even if an advertisement has minimal
influence on consumers' brand attitudes, it could still lead them to 'think twice' or
stimulate an 'approach' response to the brand by creating brand interest (provided it
generates a favorable Aad).
A particularly useful framework for understanding how consumers process
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information from advertising and the consequent attitudinal responses to it is
provided by the elaboration likelihood model (ELM) put forth by Petty and
Cacioppo (1986). According to the ELM, the influence exerted by various
communication elements depends on the amount of issue-relevant thinking
(elaboration) at occurs during processing. When elaboration is high, the central
route to persuasion is followed, in which only those message elements relevant to
forming a reasoned opinion (termed 'arguments') are influential. Conversely, the
peripheral route to persuasion occurs under low levels of elaboration as elements that
are irrelevant to developing a reasoned opinion (termed 'peripheral cues') become
influential.
Elaboration, in turn, depends on consumers' motivation or ability during
message processing (Petty and Cacioppo 1986). When situational or individual
variables ensure high motivation and ability for issue relevant thinking, the
elaboration likelihood is said to be high. As a consequence, the probability that the
recipient follows central route processing is high. The peripheral route is traveled
when motivation or ability is lacking (Engel, Blackwell, and Miniard 1995, pp.560-
562).
Motivation is defined as the consumer's desire or readiness to process brand
information in an advertisement. It is an internal readiness to process information,
created by the personal relevance of the stimulus and facilitates greater information
acquisition and elaboration (Moorman 1990). Ability refers to the consumer's skill
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or proficiency in interpreting brand information in an advertisement. The availability
and accessibility of relevant knowledge structures provides the foundation for
processing ability (MacInnis, Moorman, and Jaworski 1991). Hence, high ability
implies that the prior knowledge necessary to interpret brand information is both
present and accessed (Alba and Hutchinson 1987; Sujan 1985).
In ELM based studies, a typical manipulation for inducing higher motivation
to process advertising information is to inform subjects that they are in a situation
where they have to make a purchase decision (e.g., Petty, Cacioppo, and Schuman
1983). It would therefore be reasonable to assume that consumers who come across
product advertising during the course of prepurchase search will be sufficiently
motivated to process advertising information. The term 'sufficiently motivated'
implies that consumers will make an effort to process and interpret advertising
information. Hence, in this dissertation differences in subjects' processing of
advertising information are expected to occur mainly on account of differences in
their ability to process advertising information.
Research testing the ELM has been largely supportive of its validity (see
Chaiken and Stangor 1987 for a review). In general, studies have confirmed the
ELM prediction that the quality of message claims influences attitude judgements
more when recipients are highly motivated or able to engage in greater elaboration
(e.g., Cacioppo, Petty, Kao, and Rodriguez 1986; Petty, Cacioppo, and Schuman
1983). A strong claim is one which is "logically sound, defensible, and compelling"
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and a weak claim is one which is "open to skepticism and easy refutation" (Petty,
Cacioppo, and Heesacker 1981, p.435). When motivation or ability is low,
recipients attitudes are influenced by peripheral cues such as attractive pictures that
are devoid of issue relevant information.
The sheer number of claims or amount of information presented in the
advertisement may also be used as a peripheral cue. Petty and Cacioppo (1984)
found that, irrespective of claim strength, advertisements providing six claims
generated a more favorable attitude as compared to advertisements providing three
claims amongst low involvement subjects. Therefore, brand attitudes may be more
(less) favorable when the advertisement provides more (less) product information,
regardless of the quality of message claims, when consumers view the advertisement
under conditions of low motivation or ability.
Advertising Influence on Prepurchase Search
In a situation where consumers encounter advertising prior to seeking
information from any other source, further search effort by consumers, following ad
processing, should be determined by their perceived benefits of search. Search
benefits after ad-exposure refer to consumers' perceptions that searching information
beyond what is available at the advertising exposure stage will lead to a better
decision (Urbany, Bearden, and Weilbaker 1988) - the improvement in value or price
that the buyer believes can be obtained by searching (Stigler 1961). According to
Meyer (1982), the higher the perceived utility of a brand, the greater should be the
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likelihood of it being searched. Also, the higher the perceived utility of the
advertised brand, the lower should be the perceived benefits of conducting additional
search. Brand utility post ad-exposure would be indicated by Ab (Simonson et al
1988).
Consider a situation where the marketer provides strong arguments i.e.,
information relevant to forming a reasoned judgement of the product in the
advertisement. The stronger the arguments, the more positive will be the resultant
Ab for consumers with higher ability (HA) to process the advertising information.
Attitudes of consumers with lower ability (LA) will be less affected by argument
strength. However, the presence of more (versus less) claims may itself lead to a
more favorable Ab amongst this group. Hence, the presence of strong (more)
arguments in an ad should create favorable Ab among both HA and LA consumers,
resulting in a higher perceived utility of the advertised brand and increasing search
on it.
In contrast, peripheral cues will have minimal impact on Ab when subjects
viewing the ad have higher ability. Yet, such cues may increase the likelihood of
searching focal brand by generating favorable Aad and thus enhancing interest in
searching the focal brand. For consumers possessing lower ability to process, the
effects of peripheral cues are expected to be stronger. Thus, positive peripheral cues
will have a stronger impact on Aad and Ab for consumers with lower ability.
Consequently, positive peripheral cues should raise the perceived utility of the focal
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brand and increase the chances of it being searched.
How would claims provided in the advertisement of one particular brand
affect search on other competing brands? An advertisement presenting strong
arguments in support of the brand should create a perception of superior brand
performance and, hence, higher brand utility. As the utility of advertised brand
increases relative to other available brands it should lower consumers' expectation
of finding a better brand (than the advertised brand) in the market. If so, then this
should lower perceived benefits of search and reduce search on competing brands
(Urbany et al. 1988).
As peripheral cues have weak effects on Ab of HA consumers, use of such
cues in advertising should have no effects on HA consumers' search on competing
brands. However, positive peripheral cues should have stronger effects on Ab for
consumers with lower ability to process product information. Thus, use of positive
peripheral cues in advertising should raise the perceived utility of the focal brand,
reduce perceived benefits of additional search, and therefore, reduce search on
competing brands.
Ave ising ea a ran valuation
The ultimate objective of any marketing effort is to create a favorable
disposition towards the advertised brand with a view to increasing its sales potential.
A few studies in the marketing literature have examined how advertising influences
interpretation of product information/trial in favor of the advertised brand (Deighton
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1984; Hoch and Ha 1986; Ha and Hoch 1989). Deighton's (1984) two stage model
states that at stage 1 advertising creates tentative beliefs. These beliefs, in turn, bias
the interpretation of objective product evidence (i.e., actual consumption experiences)
at stage 2, because consumers use heuristics that favor confirmation of ad-based
beliefs.
Hoch and Ha (1986) demonstrated that exposure to advertising biased product
judgements favorably in a situation where product trial was ambiguous (i.e., open
to multiple interpretations) but not when it was unambiguous. Their findings also
lend some support to the contention that advertising leads to more favorable brand
evaluations by altering the manner in which consumers search for product
information. In their study exposure to an ad for the focal brand resulted in a
reallocation of attention to the focal brand, i.e., subjects spent greater time inspecting
the focal brand when they saw its ad as compared to a 'no ad' condition. Further,
inspection time emerged as a marginally significant covariate of advertising effects
on brand evaluation in one out of the two experiments reported in the paper.
Whereas Hoch and Ha (1986) studied how the presence of advertising (as
compared to absence of advertising) biased one aspect of information search behavior
(i.e., inspection time), Mothersbaugh (1996) examined how changes in the content
of advertising affected information search behavior. Mothersbaugh observed that
adding positive nonsubstantive (i.e., peripheral) features to focal brand advertising
increased the probability of it being searched.
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The integrated information response model (IIRM) put forth by Smith and
Swinyard (1983, 1988) states that when consumers receive product information from
advertising and trial, the items will be combined as:
R = Wad Sa m + Wa tria
where
R = evaluation of brand after exposure to advertising and trial
W = weight given to ad or trial information
S = evaluative position advocated by ad or trial information
Hence, evaluation of a brand post information search would be an aggregation
of two factors: (1) attitudes created by advertising and (2) evaluative implications
of product information obtained during search. By creating more favorable Aad and
Ab, advertising can enhance brand evaluation (assuming product information obtained
in search environment is not incompatible with ad induced attitudes). IIRM,
however, makes no predictions (or assumptions) about how advertising may affect
search and acquisition of potential product information.
Thus, the literature on advertising effects on information search and
subsequent brand evaluations based on advertising and other product information is
somewhat sketchy. This dissertation examines in greater detail the effects of ad
generated attitudes on consumers' information search behavior and the impact of
these attitudes plus information searched on brand preference and choice.
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Summary
This chapter integrated findings from the advertising information processing
literature with findings from the prepurchase search literature, and provided an
explanation of the process by which a particular marketer's advertising may influence
consumers' search behavior. Advertising is expected to influence brand search -
search on the marketer's brand versus competing brands - by affecting Aad and Ab,
which together are expected to influence consumers' interest in knowing more about
the brand as also its perceived utility. The dissertation contends that by affecting
consumers' information search behavior, advertising alters the product evidence
acquired by consumers in favor of the advertised brand and, consequently, affects
brand preference and choice.
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CHATE R FOUR
CONCEPTUAL MODEL AND RESEARCH HYPOTHESES
The conceptual model of advertising effects on search emerging from the
discussion in Chapter Three is shown in Figure 1. The model depicts the process by
which advertising for one particular brand is expected to affect prepurchase search
on that brand and competing brands. Here it should be noted that the model deals
with a situation where all brands available in the search environment are new or
unfamiliar to the consumer. Hence, the consumer has no prior brand perceptions or
preferences to guide his/her search except those created by advertising. Definitions
of the terms used in the model are as follows:
1. Focal Brand Ad: focal brand refers to the particular brand whose
advertisement will be manipulated and consequent effects on search studied.
Focal brand advertising could take different forms to enhance Aad and Ab.
In line with ELM, Aad and Ab could be enhanced by using either strong
arguments or positive peripheral cues.
2. Consumer Ability: indicates consumers' skill or proficiency in interpreting
brand information provided in the focal brand advertisement (Mac nnis and
Jaworski 1989).
3. Attitude Toward the Focal Brand Ad (Aad): consumers' evaluation of the
focal brand's advertisement post ad exposure.
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4. Attitude Toward the Focal Brand (Ab): consumers, evaluation of the focal
brand.
5. Brand Interest: consumers' inquisitiveness or curiosity to know more about
the focal brand.
6. Perceived earh Benefits: consumers' expectations of finding a brand better
than the focal brand through search.
7. Attitude Toward Searching Focal Brand (Asf): consumers' favorable or
unfavorable disposition toward exerting time and effort to search information
on the focal brand post ad exposure.
8 Attitude Toward Searching Competin Brands (Asc): consumers' favorable
or unfavorable disposition toward exerting time and effort to search
information on brands other than the focal brand post ad exposure.
9. Search on Focal Brand : search directed toward obtaining information on
the focal brand. This would consist of the following measures - inclusion of
the focal brand in the consideration set; search order of the focal brand (is it
the first brand searched?); amount of information sought on the focal brand;
and proportion of search effort devoted to the focal brand.
10. Search on Competing Brands (Sc: search directed towards obtaining
information on brands, other than the focal brand, available in the search
task. This would comprise of the following measures - nunber of other
brands searched, amount of information sought on other brands, and
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proportion of search effort devoted to other competing brands.
11. Focal Brand Preference and Choice: refers to the relative preference and
choice of focal brand, post information search.
According to the model, attitudinal responses to focal brand advertising (i.e.,
Aad and Ab) affect attitude toward searching the focal brand (Asf) and,
consequently, search on that brand. Attitudinal responses to advertising are
dependent on the content of the focal brand advertisement, i.e., strength of
arguments provided, type of peripheral cues used. Consumers' ability to comprehend
the content of advertising will moderate their attitudinal response to a particular type
of advertisement. For example, attitudes of consumers with higher ability to process
product information will be less affected by positive peripheral cues, whereas
attitudes of lower ability to process subjects will be significantly impacted by such
cues.
Aad and Ab could affect focal brand search in two different ways. First, they
may result in an interest to know more about the advertised brand (Machleit, Allen,
and Madden 1993). This, in turn, should create a favorable attitude toward
searching the focal brand and therefore encourage search on the focal brand.
Second, they may enhance the brand's perceived utility at the commencement of
search. The higher the perceived utility of the brand, the greater should be the
likelihood of it being searched.
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Hence, any advertising element that creates a positive Aad or Ab should help
increase search on the focal brand (Sf). Favorable Aad and Ab are expected to
enhance the perceived utility of the brand plus create an interest in knowing more
about the brand. Therefore:
1: Following ad exposure, consumers' focal brand Aad and Ab will affect
their Asf. The more favorable their Aad and Ab, the more favorable their
Asf.
To affect search on other competing brands, the focal brand advertisement
will have to impact consumers' perceived benefits of searching those brands. If
advertising succeeds in creating a highly favorable Ab (i.e., enhance the perceived
utility of the focal brand relative to competing brands), it should reduce consumers'
expectation of finding a brand better than the focal brand through search (i.e., reduce
perceived benefits of searching competing brands). Consequently, attitude toward
searching competing brands (Asc) should be lowered. If so, less search should be
conducted on competing brands (Sc).
12(a): Following ad exposure, consumers' focal brand Ab will affect their
perceived search benefits. The more favorable the focal brand Ab, the lower
their perceived search benefits.
112(b): Following ad exposure, consumers' perceived search benefits will
affect their Asc. The lower their perceived search benefits, the less favorable
their Asc.
Given the positive relationship observed between attitude toward search and
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search behavior at the product category level (see Beatty and Smith 1987), and in
line with other research which supports the attitude-behavior consistency (see Ajzen
and Fishbein 1977; Fazio and Za a 1978), it is predicted that attitude toward
searching the focal (competing) brand(s) will govern the actual search behavior on
focal (competing) brand(s):
113(a): Sf depends on Asf. The former becomes more likely as the latter
becomes more favorable
H3(b): Sc depends on Asc. The former becomes more likely as the latter
becomes more favorable.
In line with past research which has indicated that exposure to advertising
biases brand evaluations in favor of the advertised brand (Deighton 1984; Hoch and
Ha 1986), it is predicted that:
14: Following ad-exposure, focal brand Aad and Ab will affect brand
preference and choice. The rmore favorable the Aad and Ab, the:
(a) higher the focal brand preference
(b) greater the focal brand choice probability
This completes the discussion of the conceptual model and the research
hypotheses emerging from it. To summarize, the model posits that advertising
effects on prepurchase search are mediated by the attitudinal responses to advertising,
namely Aad and Ab. Two dimensions of search behavior are studied: (1) search on
focal brand (Sf) and (2) search on brands other than the focal brand (Sc). The model
then looks at the implications of ad generated attitudes and consequent search
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behaviors on focal brand preference and choice. The vertical line in the center of
the model separates that part of the model which is borrowed from the advertising
information processing literature (section to the left of vertical line) from the part
which represents the contribution of this dissertation and indicates advertising's
impact on attitude toward searching, search behavior, and brand preference and
choice (section to the right of vertical line).
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CHAPTER FIVE
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Overview
Though the hypotheses put forth in Chapter Four could have been tested using
correlational data,1 la more rigorous and definitive approach to causality entails
manipulating ad content and then testing whether ad effects observed for a given
construct are mediated by the presumed antecedents. Hence, an experimental design
was used in the dissertation.
The conceptual model was tested empirically in two separate experiments.
The experimental manipulations followed from the ELM (elaboration likelihood
model) which states that elements of an ad, namely, arguments versus peripheral
cues, are processed differently by subjects with high (low) ability and motivation.
Specifically, brand attitude of subjects with higher ability and motivation to process
is favorably affected by strong arguments but not positive peripheral cues. In
contrast, both strong arguments and positive peripheral cues can favorably influence
brand attitude of subjects with lower ability and motivation to process ad messages.
The first experiment was designed to study the effects of using strong
arguments in advertising, and the second experiment was designed to study the
Subjects could be shown any advertisement, followed by measures of attitudes and
search behavior. Correlations between the different measures could be analyzed to interpret
the strength of relationships.
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effects of using positive peripheral cues. Two factors were manipulated (1) content
of the focal brand ad and (2) subjects' ability to process the information in the ads
and search environment. It should be noted that the differences in ad processing
between lower versus higher ability subjects were expected only in the condition
where positive peripheral cues were used, i.e., Experiment 2. However, to maintain
consistency in the reporting of results, the ability manipulation was used in both
experiments.
The experiments were conducted in a computer lab. Subjects first read the
purchase goal induction and were informed that their task was to choose a camera
model for a particular (fictitious) person. The purchase goal induction was used to
ensure a common purchase goal and create high levels of task involvement in all
treatment conditions. Following this subjects answered questions pertaining to
perceived and actual awareness of camera features and their ability to judge a good
from a bad camera. They were then exposed to a few ads of fictitious camera
models and given the opportunity to search information contained in the computer
before making a choice.
Experiment 1
Research Desinn
Experiment 1 used a 2 (ability: lower or higher) x 2 (ad content: control,
strong arguments) factorial design. Sample sizes within each cell are presented in
the table overleaf:
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Experiment 1: Sample Sizes
Subject's Ability to Process
Focal Brand Ad
Condition Lower Higher
Control 20 20
Strong Arguments 32 32
Computer earch ask
Researchers' use of computer-controlled experiments to study information
acquisition and search is increasing (e.g., Brucks 1985; Mothersbaugh 1996;
Simonson, Huber, and Payne 1988). This study used a microcomputer program
called Search Monitor (Brucks 1988). Search Monitor is a menu-driven user
interface, with data collection and recording facilities.
Menu screens, which are created by the researcher for each experimental
application, contain a message followed by a series of options. A subject's response
or option choice to each menu determines the subsequent menu. Search Monitor
keeps a record of the sequence of menus visited, the choices made at each menu, and
the time expended at each menu. Subjects receive information on brands by filling
in the blanks in questions such as:
"What type of does Brand ______ have?"
Once a question is typed, the answer appears on the computer screen. If the
question is asked on an attribute not incorporated into the research, the computer
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message informs the subject that there is no answer for that question.
The search environment simulated a typical in-store information environment
where a consumer has access to information about available brands on a variety of
attributes. The information provided is usually objective and phrased in technical
terms (e.g., EV Compensation -2 to +2).
Stimulus Product
A pretest based on 35 undergraduate business students was used to identify
a suitable stimulus product for this dissertation. Based on a review of products used
in previous research studies, six products were chosen and students' views on these
were sought. The products were: CD player, compact stereo, television, VCR,
35m camera, and camcorder. All six products are relevant to students and possess
a variety of 'search' attributes, i.e., attributes which subjects could inspect prior to
purchase (Nelson 1974). The presence of search attributes implied that subjects
could make fairly well-informed decisions without product trial. For each product,
students were asked questions to assess the following: product involvement;
subjective knowledge; brand parity perception; likelihood of search prior to purchase.
The survey instrument used for this purpose is presented in Appendix A.
Results from this pretest are shown in Appendix B. Findings indicated that
on two factors, brand parity perception and likelihood of searching prior to purchase,
there was little difference across the six products. However, students exhibited the
lowest knowledge and usage scores for 35 camera and camcorder. The 35m
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camera was chosen as the stimulus product because (a) given the price range, a
35mm camera purchase would be more realistic for students than a camcorder
purchase and (b) business students indicated low knowledge and experience with this
product, thereby rendering them as having 'low ability' to process product
information. This was desirable as it made it easier to create a group of 'high
ability' subjects using experimental manipulations.
As a first step toward developing fictitious brand descriptions, a list of
various camera features was compiled using three sources: (1) Consumer Reports,
(2) Popular Photography (a leading photography magazine), and (3) visits to retail
outlets. An analysis of the features of available camera models revealed that some
automatic features such as autoflash, autofocus, etc., are standard and available in
all cameras. Differences are usually found on complex features such as exposure
compensation and manual override. Description of fictitious brands were developed
along the same lines.
Descriptions of the fictitious brands were arranged in a dominance hierarchy.
The dominant brand 'F' was better than all other brands on at least one feature and
worse on none. The focal brand 'A' was the 'third best' choice, as it was inferior
to the dominating brand 'F' and one other competing brand 'B', but dominated all
other brands (see Appendix C).
Independent Variables
Ab~ility toprocss. For the purpose of this study the objective was to provide
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product relevant information to a group of subjects so that they would be more
proficient in comprehending and interpreting brand information presented in the
ads/search task. Thus, that group of subjects would have relatively higher levels of
product information available and accessible to them when processing ad messages
and conducting prepurchase search, thereby enhancing their ability to process product
information. The higher ability (HA) subjects were therefore given information to
enhance their understanding of the following (Brucks 1986):
1. product terminology: e.g., what do the terms 'exposure compensation' or
manual override' refer to?
2. general attribute evaluations: e.g., manual override is desired over
automatic features for complex photography tasks.
3. attribute expectations: refers to expectations of what constitutes a typical
configuration of attributes and what performance levels can be typically
expected from brands within that product category - e.g., a typical automatic
camera offers a smallest field of 15".
It was also important that this information be highly accessible to subjects
when participating in the experiment (Maclnnis, Moorman, and Jaworski 1991).
This was accomplished by providing the subjects assigned to the HA condition an
information table. The table provided a brief description of the important features
in a camera and also indicated how a typical camera would perform on these
features. Subjects could consult this information table at all times when viewing the
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ads and searching for information. The information table is presented in Appendix
D.
Focal Brand Adve isement. Two separate ads were designed for the focal
brand - control and strong arguments. The ads contained a headline followed by a
picture of the camera itself, and en a description of brand features. The control
ad was devoid of any information on specific product features. The strong
arguments ad mentioned a number of specific product features, for example,
"framing accuracy = 95%". The ads were pretested to ensure that the strong
arguments ad generated more favorable attitudes as compared to the control ad. The
focal brand ads are presented in Appendices E and F.
Subjects an Procedures
Experiment 1 was conducted with 104 business undergraduates in Summer
1997. The experiment was conducted in a computer lab, and students received extra
credit for participating in the research. As a first step, subjects read a scenario
which provided the purchase goal induction. The scenario described an individual
and his need to buy a camera. The scenario described 'Rober' as an individual who
needed a camera for performing relatively complex photography tasks. The complex
task was designed to facilitate differences in search between LA and HA subjects
(Brucks 1985).
To increase involvement, subjects were asked to assume that Robert was a
good friend of theirs. Subjects were also informed that they would have a chance
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of winning a cash reward of $100 at the completion of the study. The chances of
winning the reward were linked to the final choice they made. The more appropriate
the chosen camera for Robert, the higher would be the subject's chance of winning
the cash reward. The purchase goal scenario is presented in Appendix H.
All subjects were given the same scenario to read. The main objective of the
scenario was to provide all subjects with an identical purchase goal. Goals are an
important determinant of consumers' search behavior (Bettman 1979). Providing the
same goal to all subjects ensured to a large extent that variations in search across
subjects were not on account of differences in perceived purchase goals.
After the purchase goal induction, subjects were asked to answer a few
questions designed to measure their subjective knowledge of automatic 35mm
cameras. Following this subjects were asked five other questions to assess their
awareness of camera features and their ability to distinguish a good versus bad
camera on particular features. The only difference between HA and LA subjects was
that HA subjects were provided the information table (explained in the ability to
process manipulation section).
Next, subjects were asked to examine the advertisement of the focal brand
and one competing brand. Subjects in the control group saw a focal brand
advertisement with minimal product information. In the other experimental group,
advertisement for the focal brand was modified, i.e., strong arguments (product
claims) were added to it. However, the competing brand advertisement remained the
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same. After viewing each ad, subjects responded to questions on Aad and Ab.
The competing brand ad was included to detract subjects from paying undue
attention to the focal brand, simply because it was the only brand advertised in the
choice set. The competing brand ad contained a headline, picture of a camera, and
a text which was descrptive but did not mention specific product features. This was
done so that the competing brand ad would not interfere with the arguments provided
in the focal brand ad (see Appendix G).
Following this, subjects were informed that six other brands were also
available in the choice set and they had the option of searching additional information
before making a choice between the eight available brands. At this point responses
on perceived search benefits, attitude toward searching the focal brand, the advertised
competing brand, and the rest of the nonadvertised competing brands were taken.
Subjects were instructed on how to search for information on the computer. A list
of attributes on which information about brands could be accessed was provided to
the subjects on a separate sheet of paper. Subjects were also provided a note pad to
write down information during the search task. The note pad served as an external
memory device, thus reducing the need to go back and ask the same question again.
This also mirrors a decision process which is not exclusively stimulus-based (refers
to information acquired through search) nor memory-based (refers to information
provided in the ad context), but has elements of both (Brucks 1985).
Once subjects had completed the search task and made a choice, they were
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asked to rate all eight brands in terms of choice preference. Finally, measures on
subjects' task involvement, their satisfaction with the information available to them,
and their confidence with the choice made, were collected. Subjects were also asked
to indicate the purpose of the study. Most thought it was a study on information
search. None of the subjects mentioned that the purpose was to understand how
advertising influenced information search. The survey instrument is presented in
Appendix I.
Dependent Variables
Subjective Knowledge. Subjects rated their knowledge of automatic cameras
in general, and relative to the rest of the population, on two 7-point numerical scales.
The scales were anchored: know very little/know a lot, and one of the least
knowledgeable people/one of the most knowledgeable people. The Cronbach alpha
coefficient of reliability for this two scale measure of subjective knowledge was .87
(also reported in Table 1).
Ability _toProcess. Subjects had to answer five questions specifically
designed to assess their awareness of automatic camera features, and distinguish a
good from a bad camera. A score of 1 was given for every correct answer. Hence
the maximum score on ability to process index could be 5 and the minimum score
was 0. The reliability coefficient for this five scale measure was .86.
Attitude toward the Ad. Subjects were asked to indicate their overall feelings
toward the ad immediately after ad exposure on three 9-point numerical scales,
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anchored with endpoints: not likable/very likable; unfavorable/very favorable; and
boring/very interesting. The Cronbach alpha coefficient of reliability for the three
scale attitude toward the ad measure was .94.
Atie tow.ar t Bra Subjects reported their overall evaluation of the
advertised brand on three 9-point numerical scales anchored with endpoints:
bad/good; negative/positive; and dislike it very much/like it very much. The
Cronbach alpha coefficient of reliability for this measure was .94.
Attitude toward Search. A single item 9-point numerical scale (with
endpoints not at all interested/very interested) was used to measure attitude toward
searching the focal brand. Similar single item scales were used for measuring
attitude toward searching the (a) advertised competing brand and (b) all
nonadvertised competing brands. Two measures of perceived search benefit were
also taken, namely - the likelihood that additional search would help identify a brand
superior to the (a) focal brand d (b) the advertised competing brand. Subjects
responded on a 9-point scale with endpoints: very low likelihood/very high
likelihood.
Task Involvement. Subjects were asked three separate questions (9-point
scales) to assess their involvement with the experimental task. Subjects were asked
how carefully they assessed the features of camera models in the experiment relative
to how carefully they would assess features of (1) household products such as paper
towels which typically indicate low involvement purchases, and (2) consumer
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electronics products such as stereos - which represent high involvement products
(Mothersbaugh 1996). A third question asked subjects how important it was for
them to choose the best camera model. The Cronbach alpha for the task involvement
measure formed by aggregating these three scales was relatively low at .5. It was
realized that the thtee items were measuring fairly disparate aspects of task
involvement. Consequently, each was analyzed separately.
Search Behavior. Different measures of search behavior were obtained from
the computer search task. Specifically, the following measures were analyzed:
inclusion of focal brand in the consideration set; total number of questions asked on
the focal brand; proportion of search effort devoted to focal brand; search priority
of focal brand (i.e., how early in the search process was information acquired on the
focal brand); number of competing brands searched; and number of questions asked
for brands other than the focal brand.
Measures of total amount of search, such as total number of brands searched,
total number of search questions asked, total time spent on search, etc., were not
included in the analysis. The study focused on understanding how changes in
advertising of focal brand affected search on the focal brand in relation to competing
brands, hence, measures of total amount search were not relevant to the analysis.
No predictions were made regarding total search effort as it was possible that
increased search on focal brand would compensate for decreased search on competing
brands and vice versa.
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Brand Preference and Choice. At the completion of the search task (i.e,
when the subjects indicated they had enough information to make a decision),
subjects were asked to choose the one brand they considered 'best' and were also
asked to provide a preference rating for all eight brands.
Experiment2
Research Design
Experiment 2 was a 2 (ability: low or high) x 2 (ad content: control or
positive peripheral cues) factorial design. Subjects were assigned randomly to one
of the four treatment conditions as shown below:
Experiment 2: Sample Sizes
Subject's Ability to Process
Focal Brand Ad
Condition Lower Higher
Control 33 32
Positive Peripheral Cues 33 32
Independent Variables
Ability to Process. Subjects' ability to process was manipulated in the
manner described in Experiment 1.
Focal Brand Advertisement. Two separate ads were designed for the focal
brand - control and positive peripheral cues. The control ad contained a headline
followed by two descriptive claims (but no mention of specific brand features) and
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a small picture of the camera at the bottom of the page. The positive peripheral cues
ad had all the features of the control ad with two differences: (1) an attractive picture
of two women playfully photographing themselves was included and (2) a more
attractive font was used for writing the text.
Advertisements had to be designed such that the positive peripheral cues ad
would generate a more favorable Aad/Ab as compared to the control ad, but not
affect beliefs about product performance. A pretest with 38 business undergraduates
confirmed that the control and positive peripheral cues ads were performing as
intended. The ads used in Experiment 2 are presented in Appendix K and L.
Subects and Procedures
Experiment 2 was conducted with 130 business undergraduates in Summer
1997. The experimental procedure was similar to that of Experiment 1.
Descriptions of brands used in the choice set remained the same.
Dependent Variables
The scales used in Experiment 2 were same as those used in Experiment 1.
The reliability coefficients observed in Experiment 2 are presented in Table 2. As
observed in Experiment 1, all measures except the task involvement scale had fairly
high reliability coefficients. Hence, once again the three scales used for assessing
task involvement were analyzed separately. Three new measures were added in
Experiment 2 to assess subjects' brand beliefs after viewing the ad. Two measures
pertained to subjects' beliefs about the advertised claims (in focal brand ad) - the
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camera's technological sophistication and user friendliness - and were measured using
9-point numeric scales. The third measure assessed subjects' inferences regarding
the quality of pictures taken by the advertised camera.
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RESULTS: EXPER ENT 1
Ailit to Process Manplation Ceck
Table 3 presents the cell means for the manipulation and induction check
measures. The results of a 2-way ANOVA incorporating the two independent
variables (ability to process and ad content) for each of these measures are shown in
Table 4.
The ability to process manipulation was designed to vary the amount of
product relevant information available to subjects while processing the ad and
conducting prepurchase search. A successful manipulation required that subjects
assigned to the lower ability (LA) group score low on the subjective knowledge
measures and also on objective measures designed to assess their awareness and
understanding of camera features, as compared to subjects assigned to the higher
ability (HA) group. A 2-way ANOVA on the subjective knowledge and objective
ability to process scales revealed that HA subjects scored significantly (p<.001)
higher on these measures (subjective: i = 4.35; objective: x = 4.33) as compared
to LA subjects (subjective: R = 3.31; objective: R = 1.42). These results provide
evidence for the success of the ability to process manipulation.
2 The objective ability to process measure tested that subjects in the HA group had
comprehended the product information provided to them, and could use it to make
judgements about camera quality. Subjective knowledge measure tested subjects' confidence
in their ability to make such judgements.
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Unexpectedly, the interaction between ability and ad content was significant
(p<.05) for the objective ability to process measure. Examination of means
revealed that LA subjects assigned to the control ad condition reported higher levels
of ability to process (R = 1.90) as compared to LA subjects assigned to the strong
arguments ad condition (i = 1.13). There is no apparent explanation for this
difference, except that subjects in the two groups were not comparable on product
knowledge at the beginning of the experimental task. However, the overall score
was still very low, less than two out of a maximum possible of five, and much lower
as compared to HA subjects. This marginal difference is therefore not expected to
compromise the ability to process manipulation. No other significant differences
were observed.
Task Involvement Indction
One assumption in this study was that subjects would be in a high
involvement state, as they were placed in a situation requiring a purchase decision.
Plus, subjects had a $100 cash incentive to perform well on the task. Three
measures were used to assess subjects' involvement with the study. Results from t-
test's indicated that for two of the three measures, subjects' average scores were
significantly higher than the scale midpoint of 5.0 (care vs paper towels: X = 7.29,
p <.001; care vs electronic products: R = 5.14, p>.10; importance of choosing the
best model: k = 6.54, p<.001).
2-way ANOVAs failed to reveal any significant (p> .10) main or interactive
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effects for two of the involvement measures, thus indicating that under all conditions
subjects had high (and comparable) levels of task involvement (see Tables 3 and 4).
On the measure of attention given to the experimental task vis a vis effort put into
buying electronic products, a marginally significant (p < .10) effect of ad content was
observed. LA and HA subjects who saw the control ad reported higher levels of
attention as compared to those who saw the strong arguments ad. It is possible that,
providing some of the relevant information in the ad reduced subjects need/effort to
search for the same on their own. Hence, subjects in the strong arguments condition
had to put less effort in the search task as compared to subjects in the control ad
condition. However, given that this difference is marginal, plus no differences were
found between experimental conditions on the other two measures, this does not
compromise the task involvement induction.
Tests of Hypotheses
Effects on Attitude toward Searching Focal Brand (Ast Hi predicted that following
ad exposure, focal brand Aad and Ab will affect consumers' Asf. The more
favorable the Aad and Ab, the more favorable the Asf. Tables 5A,B,C present the
relevant analysis for Aad, Ab, and Asf measures. Two different ads were used for
the focal brand. The control ad provided minimal information, whereas the strong
arguments ad provided product feature information which reflected favorably on the
focal brand. Based on the ELM it was expected that adding strong arguments to the
focal brand ad would enhance Aad and Ab for both LA and HA subjects. A 2-way
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ANOVA on the Aad and Ab measures revealed a significant (p K .001) mai effect
of ad content (Table 5B). Both HA and LA subjects reacted more favorably to the
strong arguments ad (HA: Aad k = 6.29, Ab i = 6.95; LA: Aad k = 6.02, Ab
x = 6.51) as compared to the control ad (HA: Aad x = 3.72, Ab k =4.46; LA:
Aad k = 3.93, Ab = 4.93) (Table 5A).
A 2-way ANOVA on the single item scale used for measuring Asf revealed
a significant (p <.001) main effect of ad content. HA and LA subjects expressed
a more favorable Asf in the strong arguments condition (HA: i = 5.74; LA: R =
6.19) as compared to the control ad condition (HA: i = 4.75; LA: x = 3.70).
Thus, enhancing Aad and Ab by adding strong arguments did lead toward a more
favorable disposition to search the focal brand.
According to the conceptual model, focal brand Aad and Ab were expected
to mediate advertising effects on Asf. Analysis of covariance was used to examine
the mediating role of Aad and Ab on Asf. If Aad and Ab do indeed mediate
advertising effects on Asf, we would expect that including these as covariates should
reduce the main effect of ad content on Asf.
Though a 2-way ANCOVA was conducted, the results are presented only for
the main effect of ad content (AC), as significant effects were observed on this
dimension only. The first column in Table 5C shows the F-ratio and 2 values for
the main effect of ad content for Asf, as obtained in a 2-way ANOVA with no
covariates. The o2 statistic (Hayes 1963) reflects the proportion of variance in the
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dependent variable that can be accounted for by a particular treatment effect. The
second column presents the residual F-ratios and the percentage change in the w2
statistic (%A 2) as a result of using Aad and Ab as covariates (i.e., potential
mediators) for AC (main effect of ad content). The percentage change in the 92
statistic (% A d) with a particular covariate indicates the magnitude of mediation
attributable to that covariate (Hastak and Olson 1989).
The results show that Aad and Ab mediated 90% of the ad content effect on
Asf. This coupled with the finding that the F-ratio for the ad content main effect
became nonsignificant after the inclusion of Aad/Ab covariates indicates that Aad and
Ab are important mediators of focal brand ad effects on Asf. These results support
H1.
Effects on Attitude toward Searching Competing Brands (Asc). H2a/b predicted that,
following ad exposure, consumers' focal brand Ab will affect their Asc. It was
expected that adding strong arguments to the focal brand ad would enance Ab,
reduce perceived search benefits (H2a), and consequently lower Asc (H2b). This
effect was expected for both HA and LA subjects. The relevant analysis for testing
H2 is presented in Tables 6 AB,C.
One measure of perceived search benefits looked at subjects' perceived
likelihood of finding a brand better than the focal brand through search. Another
measure looked at subjects' perceived likelihood of finding a brand better than the
competing brand that was advertised along wi the focal brand.
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2-way ANOVAs on the measures of perceived search benefits revealed a
significant (p<.01) main effect of ad content (Table 6B). As expected, perceived
search benefits of finding a brand better than the focal brand were significantly lower
when focal brand ad used strong arguments (LA: k = 6.72; HA: = 6.16) as
compared to when the control ad was used (LA: i = 7.95; HA: k = 7.25) (Table
6A). In contrast, perceived search benefits of finding an option better than the
advertised competing brand were lower when subjects saw the control focal brand ad
(LA: k = 6.50; HA: x = 7.20) and higher when subjects saw the strong arguments
focal brand ad (LA: k = 7.81; HA: i = 7.84). This seems appropriate when we
examine the Aad and Ab scores for the advertised competing brand. The advertised
competing brand received significantly (p<.001) lower scores from subjects who
viewed the focal brand strong arguments ad (Aad: x = 4.83; Ab: i = 4.65) as
compared to subjects who viewed the focal brand control ad (Aad: k = 6.20; Ab:
x = 6.33).
A 2-way ANCOVA was used to examine the mediating effects of ad
attitudinal responses. This analysis showed that 96% of the ad content main effect
on perceived search benefits (likelihood of finding a better option that the focal
brand) was mediated by Aad/Ab (Table 6C). This finding supports H2a.
Regarding Asc, two measures were used. The first measure looked at
subjects' attitude toward searching the advertised competing brand (Asc') and the
second looked at subjects' attitude toward searching all nonadvertised competing
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brands (Asc'). The second measure, Asc', failed to provide any significant effects.
The first measure, Asc', revealed a marginally significant (p<.10) effect of
ad content. Specifically, Asc' was lower when subjects viewed the strong arguments
ad (LA: k = 5.69; HA: i = 6.39) and higher when subjects viewed the control ad
(LA: i = 6.85; HA: x = 6.95). Hence, enhancing focal brand Aad and Ab
reduced the desire to search information on the advertised competing brand.
A 2-way ANCOVA was performed to assess the extent to which perceived
search benefits mediated focal brand ad effects on Ascl. The ANCOVA revealed
that perceived search benefits mediated 34% of the ad content effects on Asc'
Inclusion of perceived search benefits as a mediator rendered the main effect of ad
content on Asc' nonsignificant. Thus, perceived search benefits significantly
mediated ad effects on Asc'.
Overall the results indicate that the focal brand ad failed to impact Asc'
(attitude toward searching the nonadvertised competing brands), but significantly
impacted Ascl (attitude toward searching the advertised competing brand). Thus,
H2b is partially supported.
Effects on Focal Brand Search (Sf), H3a proposed that focal brand search (Sf)
would be guided by Asf. The more favorable the Asf, the greater would be Sf. As
discussed in the section pertaining to H1, Asf was significantly higher for subjects
viewing the focal brand strong arguments ad as compared to subjects viewing the
control ad. Given this, we would expect Sf to be higher (lower) for subjects who
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viewed the focal brand strong arguments (control) ad.
Several measures were used to track Sf. The first measure looked at the
proportion of subjects who included the focal brand in their consideration set (i.e.,
searched information on the focal brand versus those who searched no information
on focal brand). The second measure examined the search priority attached to the
focal brand, i.e., whether it was the first brand searched or not. The third measure
was a count of the number of search questions targeted at the focal brand. The
fourth measure was a relative measure, i.e., the percentage of total search effort
devoted to the focal brand.
The proportion of subjects who searched the focal brand at all (i.e., included
it in their consideration set) under the different treatment conditions is presented in
Table 7A. As can be observed, a fair proportion of LA subjects did not include the
focal brand in their consideration set after viewing the control ad, whereas most
subjects viewing the strong arguments ad did. In contrast, HA subjects' decision to
search information on the focal brand did not appear to be affected by focal brand
ad content. For the purposes of statistical evaluation, the data was analyzed using
categorical modeling (CATMOD procedure in SAS: SAS Institute 1990). To
examine whether ad content affected subjects' likelihood of searching the focal
brand, a logit model describing search likelihood as a function of: (1) ad content (2)
subject ability and (3) the interaction of the two was tested. Thus, search likelihood
= ad content + ability + ad content x ability. A marginally significant main effect
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of ad content was found (x 2 = 2.80, p<.10), indicating that adding strong
arguments to the focal brand ad increased the likelihood of the focal brand being
searched.
Though HA subjects' search appeared to be less sensitive to changes in the
ad content, the interaction effect was not significant (p> .20). However, when the
results for LA and HA subjects were analyzed separately, a significant difference was
observed in the case of LA subjects (x2 = 5.53, p < .05) but not HA subjects (x 2
0.04, p>.10).
Changes in the focal brand ad content also impacted whether the focal brand
was the first brand searched or not, as shown in Table 7B. The logit model revealed
a significant interaction between ad content and ability to process for this measure
(x2 = 4.16, p< .05). As can be seen from Table 7B, more (less) of the LA (HA)
subjects searched the focal brand first when they saw the ad with strong arguments.
Although the search pattern for LA subjects is consistent with H3a, such is not the
case for HA subjects.
Why did a lower percentage of HA subjects search the focal brand first in the
strong arguments ad condition even though it generated more favorable Aad/Ab and
Asf than the control ad? One possible explanation is that information provided in the
strong arguments ad allowed HA subjects to evaluate focal brand performance, thus
reducing the need to search it immediately. LA subjects could not assess focal brand
performance from the information provided in the strong arguments ad, and
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therefore, searched it first as it was the brand with te highest appeal.
As there is no provision for incorporating a covariate in the CATMOD
procedure, the mediation analysis needed to assess mediating effects of Asf on Sf was
conducted using traditional ANCOVA procedures. However, prior to this, a
traditional 2-way ANOVA was run and its results compared with the logit model.
The ANOVA results were in line with the logit results, namely they too revealed a
marginally significant main effect of ad content (p<.10) on the percentage of
subjects searching focal brand. Thus, it was considered appropriate to run 2-way
ANCOVAs. The ANCOVAs revealed that Asf mediated 84% of advertising effects
on the first measure of Sf (inclusion of focal brand in consideration set), and
incorporating Asf as a covariate rendered the main effect of ad content nonsignificant
(Table 7C).
Asf mediated 31 % of the ad content/ability interaction effects on the second
measure of Sf (focal brand searched first). However, the interaction effect remained
marginally significant (p<.10) implying that Asf is a significant but not sole
mediator of ad effects on sequence of search.
A 2-way ANOVA on the total number of search questions asked for the focal
brand did not reveal any significant effects (Tables 7D/E). Similarly, significant
effects were not observed for percentage of search effort devoted to the focal brand.
However, the main effect of ad content was close to being considered marginally
significant (p=.11). The search patterns suggest that LA and HA subjects devoted
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a higher percentage of search effort to the focal brand in the strong arguments ad
condition (LA: k = 23.14% HA: i = 21.26% ) as compared to the control ad
condition (LA: k = 14.40%; HA: x = 17.32%) (Table 7D). When Asf was used
as a covariate it mediated 33% of the ad content effect on percentage search effort
devoted to the focal brand (Table 7E).
The results provide partial support for H3a as enhancing Asf did affect three
out of the four measures of focal brand search behavior. Also, Asf emerged as a
significant but not sole mediator of advertising effects on focal brand search
behavior. It should be noted that the four measures of search behavior may vary in
terms of their sensitivity to ad manipulations. For example, while a more favorable
Asf suggests greater odds of searching the focal brand, its impact on the amount of
focal brand search is less direct.
Effects on o etin ran earc c). H3b predicted that Sc would be affected
by Asc. The more favorable the Asc greater would be Sc. As regards search on the
nonadvertised competing brands, three measures were taken. The first measure was
a count of the number of brands searched. The second measure was a count of the
number of search questions asked on nonadvertised brands, and the third measure
looked at the percentage of search effort devoted to nonadvertised brands (Tables
8D/E). Significant effects were observed for the first measure only (number of
nonadvertised brands searched). A significant (p < 5) main effect of subject ability
to process was observed, whereby HA subjects searched fewer brands (k = 4.22)
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as compared to LA subjects (x = 5.08). However, the mai effect of ad content
was nonsignificant. Thus, changes in focal brand ad content had no effect on Sc for
the nonadvertised competing brands.
Search behavior measures examined for the advertised competing brand were:
(a) inclusion in the consideration set, (b) search priority, i.e., whether it was the first
brand searched, (c) number of search questions asked, and (d) percentage search
effort devoted. Results for the first measure of Sc are presented in Table 8A. Logit
model using the CATMOD procedure revealed a marginally significant (p =.11)
effect of ad content on this measure. Hence, fewer subjects included the advertised
competing brand in their consideration set when the focal brand ad presented strong
arguments. 2-way ANCOVA using Asc (advertised competing brand) as a covariate
indicated that it mediated 45% of the focal brand effects on this measure of Sc (Table
8B).
The second measure of search (Table 8C) revealed that the percentage of
subjects searching the advertised competing brand first did not differ significantly
under the two treatment conditions. The third measure - number of search questions
asked - revealed a significant (p < .05) main effect of subject ability to process (Table
8E). HA subjects asked fewer questions on the advertised competing brand (T =
2.04) as compared to LA subjects (i = 3.14). The advertised competing brand was
the worst brand in the set. These results imply that HA subjects were able to assess
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this by asking fewer questions as compared to LA subjects. The fourth measure,
percentage search effort devoted to the advertised competing brand, produced no
significant results (Table 8E).
When discussing focal brand ad effects on attitude toward searching
competing brands it was noted that changes in focal brand advertising only influenced
Asc' (attitude toward searching the advertised competing brand), but failed to impact
Asc2 (attitude toward searching nonadvertised competing brands). These results
explain why no significant differences were observed in search on nonadvertised
competing brands between the different experimental conditions. Yet, H3b receives
little support, as changes in focal brand ad content affected only one out of the four
measures of Sc for the advertised competing brand.
Effects o Brand reference an Choice. H4a/b hypothesized that favorable attitudes
generated by the focal brand ad would enhance subjects' preference for and
likelihood of choosing the focal brand. At the completion of the search task, subjects
were asked to choose one brand and were also asked to provide a preference rating
for all the eight brands available in the choice set. A rating of '1' was the best and
a rating of '8' was the worst. Recall that the correct rating of the focal brand was
'3' and the correct rating for the advertised competing brand was '8'.
For the purpose of analysis, subjects' preference ratings for the focal brand
were grouped into three categories: (1) more favorable than actual, (2) same as
actual, and (3) less favorable than actual. For the advertised competing brand only
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two categories were used: (1) more favorable than actual and (2) same as actual.
The ratings obtained by the two brands are presented in Tables 9A/B.
Logit models derived using the CATMOD procedure revealed a significant
main effect of ad content on focal brand preference rating (x2 = 10.64, p < .01) and
on advertised compefing brand preference rating (x2 = 5.76, p <.05). Specifically,
the focal brand received a higher preference rating when subjects saw the strong
arguments ad, whereas the converse was true for the advertised competing brand.
A similar pattern was reflected in subjects' choice behavior as shown in Table 9C/D
A significant main effect of ad content was found (x2 = 5.58, p <.05) in the
logit model for focal brand choice. Thus, enhancing the focal brand Aad/Ab
significantly impacted subjects' likelihood of choosing the focal brand, even in a
situation where they had access to competing brand information. Very few subjects
actually chose the advertised competing brand (it was the worst brand) and the
pattern did not vary significantly between treatment conditions.
To assess whether differences in brand preference ratings were mediated by
Aad/Ab or by Sf, two mediational analyses were performed. The first ANCOVA
incorporated Aad and Ab as covariates, whereas the second ANCOVA incorporated
search on focal brand (whether it was included in the consideration set) as a covariate
(Table 9E).
Table 9E shows that Aad and Ab mediated about 52% of the ad content effect
on focal brand preference rating. The fact that a main effect of ad content remained
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significant even after statistical removal of the mediating effects of Aad/A indicates
that these two attitudinal measures might not be the sole mediators of advertising
effects on brand preference. ANCOVA using search on focal brand as a covariate
revealed that it minimally reduced (16%) the effect of ad content on brand evaluation
and thus was not a strong mediator of advertising effects on brand preference.
Mediational analysis conducted on focal brand choice data showed that
Aad/Ab mediated 58% of the ad content effects on focal brand choice. However,
search on focal brand did not emerge as a significant mediator.
The results support H4a/b. In line with past research (Deighton 1984; Hoch
and Ha 1986), this study too demonstrated that advertising can bias consumer
evaluation of the advertised brand. Hence, when advertising created more (less)
favorable ad and brand attitudes by using strong claims (control), it improved
(lowered) subjects' focal brand preferences post-information search.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
RESULTS: EXPERIMENT 2
Ability to Process Manipulation Check
Table 10 presents the cell means for the manipulation and induction check
measures. The results of a 2 (ability to process) x 2 (ad content) ANOVA on each
of these measures are shown in Table 11. A 2-way ANOVA on the subjective
knowledge and objective ability to process scales revealed that HA subjects scored
significantly higher on these measures (subjective: k = 4.45; objective: i = 4.03)
as compared to LA subjects (subjective: i = 3.27; objective: i = 1.08). These
results support the success of the ability manipulation.
Task Involvement Induction
T-tests of subjects' scores on the three task involvement measures were used
to confirm that subjects' average scores on these were significantly higher than the
scale midpoint of 5.0 (care vs paper towels: X = 7.09, p< .001; care vs electronic
products: x = 5.40, p< .01; importance of choosing the best model: R = 6.65,
p <.001). 2-way ANOVAs on these measures only revealed a significant main effect
of knowledge for two measures, namely, care vs paper towels and care vs electronic
products. It was found that HA subjects reported higher levels of involvement (care
vs paper towels: x = 7.44; care vs electronic products: R = 5.79) as compared to
LA subjects (care vs paper towels: R = 6.75; care vs electronic products: x =
5.03).
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Hence, task involvement levels were not comparable for LA and HA subjects.
However, LA subjects' reported involvement level was well above the midpoint on
two of the three measures. Thus, the task involvement induction was successful but
partly compromised, as HA subjects had relatively higher scores than LA subjects.
This 'compromised' induction, however, does not pose a concern in terms of
masking treatment effects. In fact, if anything, it would work toward strengthening
the hypothesized effects.
According to the ELM, central route processing increases with subject's
ability and motivation to process advertising information. Hence, higher motivation
should heighten the likelihood of central route processing by HA subjects.
Consequently, HA subjects' reaction to the positive peripheral cues in advertising
should be less favorable, as compared to a situation where motivation levels were
comparatively lower. We should, therefore, have observed bigger differences in HA
and LA subjects' reaction to the focal brand ad.
Tests of Hypotheses
Effects on Attitude toward Searching Focal Brand (Asf). Of the two different ads
used for the focal brand, the control ad was very plain - it contained a small picture
of the camera and the text was printed in a tiny unattractive font. The positive
peripheral cue ad included an attractive picture and attractive font. Based on ELM
research it was expected that adding such positive peripheral cues would enhance
focal brand Aad for both LA and HA subjects. Peripheral cues were expected to
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favorably impact Ab for LA subjects, but not HA subjects. H1 predicted that
enhancing either focal brand Aad or Ab would result in more favorable Asf.
A 2-way ANOVA (see Tables 12 and 13) on the Aad measure revealed a
significant (p <.001) main effect of ad content (control: k = 3.55; peripheral: k =
4.92). However, the reaction to the positive peripheral cue ad was not highly
favorable. The mean Aad rating of 4.99 (LA)/ 4.84 (HA) on a 9-point scale would
put it closer to the midpoint than at the higher end. In addition, though the
peripheral cue ad generated significantly higher Aad than the control ad, the actual
magnitude of the difference was 1.37 points (control: k = 3.55; peripheral: =
4.92). This is much smaller when contrasted with the difference observed in
Experiment 1 which was 2.32 points (control: k = 3.83; strong arguments: x =
6.15). Thus, the Aad created by the peripheral cue manipulation was only
moderately more favorable than the Aad created by the control ad.
The effect on Ab was marginal (p<.10) (control: k = 4.48; peripheral: i
= 5.07). Interaction effects were not significant, indicating that, for both LA and
HA subjects, the positive peripheral cue ad generated marginally favorable Ab than
the control ad. An examination of means, however, revealed that the peripheral ad
did not generate a more favorable response from LA subjects (control: % = 4.91;
peripheral: i = 5.04), but did generate a more favorable Ab amongst HA subjects
(control: i = 4.05; peripheral: R = 5.10). This was confirmed by examining the
simple main effects, whereby a significant main effect of ad content (F(1,62) =
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17.54, p<.05) was observed for HA subjects, but not for LA subjects (F(1,65) =
0.09, p>.10).
To assess whether the manipulated ad stimuli did serve as peripheral cues, 2-
way ANOVAs were performed on the three belief measures (see Tables 10 and 11).
The results showed that ad content did not have a significant (p> .10) impact on the
three belief measures of picture quality (control: = 4.83; peripheral: = 4.65),
technological sophistication (control: i = 4.51; peripheral: x = 4.74), or user
friendliness (control: x = 6.14; peripheral: R = 6.58). These null effects on belief
measures indicate that the peripheral cue manipulation did not alter subjects'
expectations about the product's performance. Yet, the mean scores indicated that
peripheral ad created more favorable brand beliefs among the HA group, however,
simple main effects analysis too did not reveal any significant differences.
The results discussed thus far indicate that the manipulation of 'peripheral
cues' in the focal brand ad was successful in creating moderately favorable Aad (for
both LA and HA subjects) and moderately favorable Ab (only for HA subjects).
Differences in Aad and Ab constitute the starting point of the conceptual model and
the research hypotheses. Patterns in subsequent search attitudes and behaviors are
expected to follow from the differences in Aad and Ab generated by specific ads.
As the positive peripheral cues ad did not produce markedly higher Aad and
Ab for LA subjects, we would expect to observe minimal differences in search
attitudes and behaviors for this segment between the two treatment conditions.
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However, for HA subjects, one would expect to observe a greater (lower) interest
in searching the focal (competing brands). Yet, no significant effects were observed
when a 2-way ANOVA was conducted on the single item scale used for measuring
Asf, thus not supporting Hi. Though the mean scores for HA subjects seem to
indicate a more favorable Asf in the peripheral ad condition (control: R = 3.94;
peripheral: i = 4.78), these were not found to be significantly different in simple
main effects analysis.
Effects on Attitude toward Searching Competing Brands (Asc). A 2-way ANOVA
did not show any significant effects on the three perceived search benefit measures.
Hence, H2a was not supported. On the scale of attitude toward searching
nonadvertised competing brands, a significant (p<.05) interaction between ability
and ad content was found. The pattern of results suggested that LA subjects
expressed greater interest in searching nonadvertised competing brands in the
peripheral ad condition (R = 7.45) as compared to the control ad condition (i =
6.76). In contrast, HA subjects expressed a lower interest in searching nonadvertised
competing brands when exposed to the peripheral ad (x = 7.13) than when exposed
to the control ad (i = 7.78). However, simple main effect results for these
measures were nonsignificant for both LA and HA subjects. Thus, H2b was not
supported.
Effects o Search Behavior. No significant differences were observed between LA
or HA subjects who viewed the control versus positive peripheral cue ad on any of
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the search measures. This was to be expected as changes i focal brand ad content
failed to impact measures of Asf and Asc. These null findings indicate that the
meager effects induced by the ad picture manipulation on Aad and Ab were not
evident in the search data.
Mediational Analysis. No mediational analysis was performed for Experiment 2, as
the results indicated that subjects search behavior did not differ across the various
experimental conditions.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
DISCUSSION
Overview
The study was comprised of two experiments. Experiment 1 was designed
to study the impact 'of ad arguments on subjects' search attitudes and behaviors.
Experiment 2 was designed to study the impact of ad peripheral cues on search
attitudes and behaviors. Results from Experiment 1 are discussed first.
Advertising Effects on Search Attitudes
Experiment 1 demonstrated that focal brand ad content impacts subjects'
attitude toward searching the focal brand, perceived search benefits of examining
other brands, and attitude toward searching an advertised competing brand. Though
changes in focal brand ad content impacted attitude toward searching the advertised
competing brand, it did not affect attitude toward searching the nonadvertised
competing brands.
The advertisement for the competing brand was descriptive and did not
mention any specific product feature specifications. Yet, when the focal brand ad
presented strong arguments, subjects' Aad, Ab, and Asc for the advertised competing
brand became less favorable. It appears that as long as subjects had some
information on the competing brand, their attitudes toward it were affected
(inversely) by changes in their focal brand Aad/Ab. Hence, when faced with
information on two brands (even if it is sketchy and ambiguous), as information on
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one brand became more appealing, it lowered evaluation of the other brand.
However, when no information was available (nonadvertised brands), subjects had
no basis for making any such comparison.
Avertising an Search Behavior
Changes in fecal brand advertising affected the likelihood of the brand being
searched at all, being searched first, and percentage search effort devoted to it
(marginal effect). Focal brand ad content had some effect on the likelihood of an
advertised competing brand being searched, but did not affect search devoted to
nonadvertised competing brands. This was not surprising considering that the focal
brand advertising failed to impact attitudes toward searching nonadvertised competing
brands.
Attitudinal Mediators of Advertising Effects
The ANCOVA results supported the contention that advertising effects on
search attitudes are mediated by attitudinal responses to advertising, namely - Aad
and Ab. Strong mediation effects were observed for Asf and perceived search
benefits (finding a better option than focal brand through search). Aad and Ab
appear to be important mediators of advertising effects on search attitudes.
Perceived search benefits, in turn, mediated ad effects on Asc (advertised
competing brand). Asf and Asc then mediated advertising effects on Sf and Sc
(advertised competing brand) respectively. However, the mediation was not as
strong as that observed for the Aad/Ab and Asf link.
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Aad and Ab were also important mediators of advertising effects on brand
preference. In fact, these variables mediated brand preference better than the
measure of search behavior, namely, inclusion of focal brand in the consideration
set. As portrayed in the conceptual model, perceived search benefits mediated ad
effects on Asc, and Asf and Asc mediated some measures of actual search behavior
(Sf and Sc respectively). Hence, overall the model received support from the results
in Experiment 1.
Experiment 2 Results
Experiment 2 provided null results on almost all measures of search attitudes
and behaviors. This could be attributed to the fact that the ad peripheral cue
manipulation was not strong enough. Recall that, on a 9-point scale, Aad generated
by the peripheral ad was only 1.37 points higher than that generated by the control
ad. Here it should be noted that the ads had been successfully pretested. Then why
did the manipulation not work in the experiment?
One possibility is that the experimental environment differed from the pretest
environment in certain ways. Though the same purchase goal induction was used in
the pretest study, the pretests were conducted in a classroom setting whereas the
actual experiment took place in a computer lab. Also, the $100 reward was not
mentioned in the pretests. Hence, the level of involvement in the pretest
environment may not have been as high as it was in the experimental situation.
Peripheral ad elements which successfully affected Aad/Ab in the pretest setting
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could have become less effective as involvement levels rose and subjects attempted
to do more central route processing.
Contributions
The dissertation provides a theoretical framework for examining effects of
advertising on consumers' prepurchase search behavior. This study increases our
understanding of the persuasive effects of advertising by demonstrating that exposure
to advertising not only affects Aad and Ab, but also affects search attitudes and
behaviors, and the resultant brand choice. The study makes two major contributions.
Firstly, it developed a conceptual model of advertising effects on consumers' brand
search behavior. The model is comprehensive and explicitly combines insights from
the advertising information processing literature and the prepurchase search literature
into a cohesive whole. Secondly, the model was tested empirically and most of its
propositions were supported.
The dissertation focuses on a research gap which has received little attention
in the literature, namely the influence of marketer controlled information sources on
consumers' self-guided prepurchase search. Results indicate that marketers can
definitely induce greater search on their brand by using more attractive advertising,
and in some instances, can reduce search on competing brands. Some past studies
have indicated that marketer originated messages have limited direct value in
consumer decisions, and usually personal sources and physical search dominate the
search process (see Wright and Lynch 1995). As this dissertation reveals, the direct
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influence of marketer originated messages may be greater than is apparent because
such messages can affect how consumers conduct search.
The distinguishing feature of the conceptual model is the emphasis given to
advertising in creating consumers' prior brand perceptions and the careful delineation
of the implications of these priors for search process. By creating favorable
attitudes, advertising can influence consumers' prior brand perceptions and thus the
order of search. Being high in the order of search may well determine the ultimate
choice because the consumer will obtain additional information on only the brands
in contention to be the winner.
Overall the findings add to a growing body of evidence that prior knowledge
of specific brands can affect type of information processing carried out to make a
decision (Punj and Staelin 1983; Simonson, Huber, and Payne 1988).
Limitations
The present study examined advertising effects on search attitudes and search
behaviors in an experimental setting using forced advertising exposure, student
subjects, one product class, and just one argument strength and peripheral cue
manipulation. Generalizability would be enhanced by future research examining
different products, a broader set of advertising stimuli, a non-student sample, and
more natural advertising-exposure conditions.
Persuasion experiments are vulnerable to demand contamination whenever the
study's hypothesis predicts compliance with a persuasive communication, because the
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communication reveals the direction of the hypothesized compliance. This study is
no exception. A number of precautions were taken not to give away the hypothesis.
The task description was to choose the 'best' brand and a strong incentive ($100
reward) was attached to it. The focal brand ad was presented along with the ad for
another brand. In the search environment subjects had the freedom to choose
information on any brand in whatever order they preferred. Comments of
respondents, when asked to write the purpose of study, indicated that goal of
experiment was fairly obscured. Most thought it was a study on how consumers
collect information to make a decision. Besides, it should be remembered that the
focal brand ad was present in all conditions. Hence, any potential demand effects
cannot explain the differential responses obtained under different conditions.
The uniqueness of the ability to process manipulation also raises questions
about the generalizability of the results. To the extent that ability was created
artificially in a contrived setting, further investigation into the effects of such an
approach is needed. The manipulation did not create a group of subjects who were
'experts' in any sense of the term. The HA subjects in this study did not possess a
detailed understanding of the product category. Nor did they have any extensive
usage experience with the product. These subjects were merely provided specific
information about selective features of the product (features on which brands in the
choice set were defined).
In this study HA and LA subjects did not exhibit any differences in terms of
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their search behavior. Nonetheless, because HA subjects were better aware of the
different product features and how to interpret information on the same, one might
have expected them to conduct more search than LA subjects. However, the nature
of search environment probably made it easy even for LA subjects to search
information. Recall that all subjects were provided a list of the various attributes and
brands on which information could be obtained from the computer, and subjects had
access to this list during the entire search task. Two other factors in the search
environment may have facilitated ease of processing for LA subjects. Firstly, the
information dimensions were comparable for all brands, i.e., all brands were
described using same terminology/scale on an identical set of attributes. Secondly,
for most dimensions, a higher value also indicated superior performance. LA
subjects could have used a simple heuristic of 'more is better' and made the right
decision without necessarily understanding the actual benefit of an attribute.
Another limitation relates to the construct of 'brand interest'. Although the
construct was depicted in the model and its role in the conceptual model explained,
it was not measured and analyzed in this dissertation. The brand interest scale
developed by Machleit et al. (1993) incorporates the constructs of brand interest and
attitude toward searching, hence it was not used. A separate scale to measure just
brand interest could have been developed.
Future Research
Future research is needed to examine the impact of other factors which may
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affect search costs, such as time constraint, availability of relevant information, etc.
Prepurchase search literature suggests that depth of search (total search effort)
decreases as search costs increase. One would expect advertising effects on search
behavior to intensify as search costs increase, because consumers may rely more on
advertising information to make purchase decisions.
Post-hoc analysis of Experiment 1 data does seem to suggest that advertising
effects may become stronger as depth of search decreases. The table below shows
that a higher percentage of subjects gave better preference ratings and chose the focal
brand when they did not search all the models and when the focal brand ad used
strong arguments:
Depth of Search Control Ad Strong
(Searched all Arguments Ad
competing
models)
Focal brand Yes 16.7% 20.5%
rated more
favorable than No 28.6% 70.8%
actual
Focal brand Yes 0.0% 2.6%
chosen
No 1.0% 50.0%
In this study, brands in the choice set were arranged in a dominance hierarchy
(i.e., the choice set was unambiguous). Past research has demonstrated that effects
of advertising on brand evaluation are stronger when the choice set is ambiguous
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rather than unambiguous (Ha and Hoch 1989). The same may apply for search
behavior also. Perhaps if the brands are not arranged in a dominance hierarchy and
consumers have to trade off attributes, they may rely more on advertising to guide
search and choice. To examine is possibility another post-hoc analysis was
conducted on Experiment 1 data. The table below shows how preference and choice
of focal brand was affected by the presence (or absence) of the dominant brand in
the search set.
Inclusion of Control Ad Strong
dominant brand Arguments Ad
in search
Focal brand Included 2.7% 26.5%
rated more
favorable than Not included 22.7% 85.7%
actual
Focal brand Included 1.0% 6.0%
chosen
Not included 0.0% 71.4%
As can be noted from the above table, preference for and choice of the focal
brand were much higher when the dominant brand was not included in the subjects'
consideration set and when subjects saw the strong arguments ad. Future research
on the impact of ad content on search under ambiguous versus unambiguous choice
sets may reveal interesting insights.
The advertising product claims used in this study referred to 'search'
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attributes and completely overlapped the information available in the search
environment. Subjects could therefore confirm/disconfirm the claims made in
advertising and also compare the advertised brand with competing brands on the
advertised attributes. However, marketers can also use 'experience' or 'credence'
attributes in their advertising. Unlike search attributes, consumers cannot evaluate
a product on experience/credence attributes in a prepurchase search situation and will
have to rely entirely on the perceptions created by advertising. Whether the use of
such attributes strengthens advertising effects on search and post-search evaluations
is an interesting research topic.
The ad manipulations used in this study were designed to increase or decrease
subjects' Aad and Ab for the focal brand and were essentially noncomparative in
nature. It was assumed that changes in focal brand Aad and Ab would produce
similar (but directionally opposite) affects on Asc and Sc. However, as the results
indicate, the ad manipulations failed to produce any effects on Asc and Sc for
nonadvertised competing brands. Marketers often use comparative ads to influence
consumer perceptions of their brand relative to its competing brands. Usually the
objective is to enhance focal brand Aad/Ab and lower competing brand(s) Aad/Ab.
Another area for future research would be to explore if comparative ads have a
stronger effect on Asc and Sc as compared to noncomparative ads.
Ma re Imlications
The present study holds some implications regarding advertising effects on
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consumer decisions. Ads are usually designed to build certain mental associations
with and beliefs about the brand advertised, which may lead to ultimate buying
action. Critics of advertising consider it to be a persuasive mechanism, which may
lead to consumer confusion and questionable evaluations. Proponents of advertising
view advertising as a means of information dissemination that stimulates competition.
In this study advertising was just one source of information, and subjects had
full freedom to obtain objective information on all brands in the choice set. Yet, the
findings show that exposure to advertising and the resultant attitudes did impact
subjects' evaluation and choice of the focal brand. Ads which created more
favorable attitudes enhanced post-search brand evaluation and choice probability.
These findings support the view that, advertising can bias product evaluations, by
establishing conditions under which consumers view the product more favorably than
they would otherwise.
Post-hoc analysis indicated that advertising effects on preference and choice
intensified as amount of search effort reduced. These results are important in view
of the well-known fact that consumers usually engage in limited prepurchase search.
Managerially, the model provides a theoretical basis for why advertising may be
useful, even for product categories in which the consumer is expected to consult
more objective information sources before making the purchase decision. Also, it
will be a good practice to include measures of attitude toward search when pretesting
alternative advertising executions
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Thank You For Your Contribution
This research project pertains to students' familiarity and interest levels with
certain types of products. This research is being done as part of my doctoral
dissertation, and I will greatly appreciate if you could spend some time answering
the questions in this survey. The questionnaire will take only a few minutes, and all
of your responses will be kept confidential. Please remember, that there are no right
or wrong answers to any question, I am simply interested in obtaining your honest
opinion.
In this research I would like to understand your familiarity and interest with
the following products - CD Players, Compact Stereos, Televisions, VCR's, 35mm
SLR Cameras and, Camcorders. Once again thank you for your cooperation.
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35mm SLR CAMERAS
This section focuses on your opinions on 35mm SLR cameras. The following
questions are relatively simple and straightforward, however, if anything is unclear
to you, please raise your hand. Answer each question by circling the appropriate
number.
1. I like to engage in conversations about 35mm SLR Cameras.
Strongly Agree Strongly Disagree
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
2. Because of my lifestyle, I feel a 35mm SLR Camera is an important product for
me.
Strongly Agree Strongly Disagree
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
3. If I was buying a new 35mm SLR Camera, I would be very concerned about the
economic consequences of making a poor or incorrect choice.
Strongly Agree Strongly Disagree
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
4. In your opinion how much do you think you know about the features and uses
of 35mm SLR Cameras in general?
Know a LOT Kiuw very ILE
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
5. In your opinion how much do you think you know about the features and uses
of 35mm SLR Cameras as compared to an average student?
Know a LOT Know very LITLE
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
6. In your opinion how much do you think you know about the features and uses
of 35mm SLR Cameras as compared to experts?
Know a LOT Knuw very LITTLE
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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7. Have you ever searched for information about 35mm SLR Cameras?
Yes 1 No 2
8. Have you ever used a 35mm SLR Camera?
Yes 1 No 2
9. Do you currently own a 35mm SLR Camera?
Yes 1 No 2
10. Please indicate your agreement or disagreement with the following statements.
a. In general I am quite capable when it comes to distinguishing a good 35mm
SLR Camera from a bad 35mm SLR Camera.
Strongly Agree Strongly Disagree
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
b. I can't think of many differences between major brands of 35mm SLR
Cameras.
Strongly Agree Strongly Disagree
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
c. The only difference between major brands of 35mm SLR Cameras is the
price.
Strongly Agree Strongly Disagree
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
d. All major brands of 35mm SLR Cameras are basically alike.
Strongly Agree Strongly Disagree
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
e. If I was buying a new 35mm SLR Camera, I would need to look at al the
available options in order to decide which is the best one.
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Strongly Agree Strongly Disagree
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
f. By rushing into purchase of a new 35mm SLR camera, one is bound to miss a
good deal.
Strongly Agree Strongly Disagree
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
g. I would spend a lot of time and effort searching for information on different
brands/models before buying a new 35mm SLR Camera.
Strongly Agree Strongly Disagree
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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NOTE: Used a 7 point scale. Low scores indicate Hig involvement, High
knowledge, High brand parity perception and Higher need to search.
Sample size: 35 undergraduates in business. Summer 1996
CD p1 Stereo TV VCR 35mm Camcor
INVOLVEMENT 3.56 3.61 2.70 3.04 4.22 4.12
KNOWLEDGE 3.98 4.08 3.29 3.56 5.08 5.28
PARITY 4.28 4.83 4.85 4.99 4.98 4.74
SEARCH 2.48 2.39 2.27 2.35 2.52 2.07
ever search 43% 43% 71% 69% 49% 31%
ever use 100% 86% 100% 100% 89% 63%
own 86% 71% 100% 97% 69% 31%
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FICTITIOUS BRAND DESCRIPTIONS
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INFORMATION TABLE PROVIDED TO SUBJEC
HIGH KNOWLEDGE GROUP
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FEATURE DESCRIPTION TYPICAL
OFFER
Aperture size Opening of the lens through which light enters the camera. f/4 to f/8
Indicated by a coded numerical series calledf numbers. Wider
range of apertures is better.
DX Film Film speed refers to the film's sensitivity to light, and is ISO 100,
speed reader represented by an ISO number. Commonly used flm speeds are 200, 400
ISO 100, 200, 400. Wider range of ilm speed reader is better.
Exposure Used for making slight adjustments to the autoexposure settings. -1 to +1
compensation Plus compensation is used when you desire more exposure than
that set by autoexposure; minus compensation is used when you
desire less exposure. Wider range of compensation is better.
Flash range The distance up to which the flash illuminates the subject. 8ft
Longer range is better.
Framing Percentage of the image area in a photo that shows in the 85%
accuracy viewfinder. High framing accuracy is better.
Manual Automatic features constrain your creative flexibility. Manual does not
override override feature allows you to override the automatic settings, include
and decide which exposure, flash, and focus settings you want. manual
override
Shutter speed How long the shutter remains open. Is indicated in fractions of 1-1/1000
a second. Wider range of speeds is better.
Smallest Width of the smallest object that fills the frame at near focus. 15"
field Small values are better than high values
Zoom lens The lens's ability to magnify distant objects. Long range lenses 35-85mm
range allow greater magnification.
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Ivlany Visions ..... One Camera!
The model "A"
No matter how you see things, the NEW model "2" lets
capture AWx your visions.
For fast information FAX your request to 1-800-559-4215 model "A" Corporation
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FOCAL BRAND STRONG CLAIMS AD:
EXPERIMENT 1
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PURCHASE GOAL SCENARIO
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PLEASE READ CAREFULLY
For the purpose of this survey assume that a student named 'Robert' is a good
friend of yours. Robert has recently taken up photography as a hobby. He is serious
about this hobby and has even taken a few classes in photography at FIU. Robert
lost his old camera and therefore, needs to buy a new camera for himself.
Robert uses his camera to take a variety of pictures - portraits of people;
closeup shots of flowers and other small objects; and landscapes. Robert takes pride
in the pictures he shoots and often takes several different shots of the same
subject/object before he is satisfied with the picture. He therefore wants a camera
which gives him flexibility in composing shots.
Having lost his old camera, Robert needs a new one now. Robert is
considering buying an automatic camera with all the latest features, and is willing to
spend a maximum of $400. Being a good friend you are trying to help Robe find
a camera that will best meet his needs.
You have a chance of winning a $100 reward for participating in this study.
Your chance of winning the reward, however, is linked to the camera you choose.
The more appropriate the chosen camera is for Robert, the higher will be your
chance of winning the reward.
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SURVEY INSTRUMENT: EXPERIMENT 1
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION
I thank you for agreeing to participate in this research project. I am a Ph.D
student in the Department of Marketing & Business Environment, and this study is
being conducted as part of my doctoral dissertation. Your contribution to this study
is VERY IMPORTANT. So please give your serious attention to this study.
Please pav careful attention to all the instructions and information that you are
provided in this study. This is very important because if you miss out any
information you will not be able to complete the study as required.
You will notice that there are some colored folders in front of you. Please
open these folders only when instructed to do so. If at any time you need a
clarification, simply raise your hand and you will be assisted.
Please follow the sequence of the study, and proceed page by page. Once
you have read a page and moved forward, please do not go back to refer to it, unless
otherwise instructed.
Before we go any further, please read and sign the next sheet of paper titled:
INFORMED CONSENT SHEET
THANK YOU FOR HELPING ME WITH THIS PROJECT
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INFORMED CONSENT SHEET
Please read the following page and sign at the bottom to indicate that your participation in
this study is voluntary.
I freely and voluntarily consent to be a participant in the research project listed above to be conducted
at Florida International University during the 1996-1997 school year with Ms. Sandipa Dublish as
the principal investigator. I have been told that this study will last approximately 30-40 minutes.
I understand that the purpose of this study is to examine consumers knowledge of cameras. I
understand that the research procedures will be as follows: I will be asked to fill up a paper and
pencil survey, followed by a short task on the computer.
I understand that the risks involved in this project are limited to those inherent in any study of this
nature (time commitment, moderate fatigue). I further understand that my only known benefit for
participating in this study, will be extra credit and a chance to win a $100 lottery. All data collected
on the approximately 200 participants will be kept strictly confidential d I will be identified only
by a control number.
I understand that I may withdraw my consent and discontinue participation in this research project
at any time with no negative consequences. I have been given the right to ask questions concerning
the procedures, and any questions have been answered to my satisfaction.
I understand that if I desire further information about this research, I should contact Ms. Sandipa
Dublish at 305-348-2571. I have been offered a copy of this informed consent form.
I have read and I understand the above.
Participant's Signature Date
I have explained and defined in detail the research procedure in which the participant has agreed to
participate and have offered her/him a copy of this informed consent form.
5/10/97
Principal Investigator's Signature Date
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Please answer a few questions given below. To answer a question, simply circle the appropriate
number/option.
1. How much do you think you know about the features and uses of automatic cameras?
Know very LITTLE Know a LOT
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
2, How would you rate your knowledge about automatic cameras relative to the rest of the
population?
One of the LEAST One of the MOST
knowledgeable people knowledgeable people
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
3. What is the purpose of having a manual override feature in an automatic camera? If you do not
know the answer circle # 8.
Don't Know 8
4. You have to make a choice between four cameras which are similar on all features (including
price) except their aperture range. The aperture range information on these cameras is presented
below. Which camera would you choose based on this information?
Don't know 8
Camera 1: f/3 to f/ll Camera 2: f/4 to f/8
Camera 3: f/5 to f/6 Camera 4: f/4 to f/7
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5. You have to make a choice between four cameras which are similar on all features (including
price) except their smallest field. The smallest field information on these cameras is presented below.
Which camera would you choose based on this information?
Don't know 8
Camera 1: 5" Camera 2: 10"
Camera 3: 15" C era 4: 25"
6. Which one of the two cameras described below is a better camera? Why?
Camera 1: has a DX fila speed reader = ISO 100, 200, 400
Camera 2: has a DX film speed reader = ISO 50-1000
Don't know 8
7. Which of the following gives you the BEST exposure compensation? Why?
Don't know 8
1. Exposure compensation = +1 2. Exposure compensation = -1
3. Exposure compensation = -i to + 1 4. Exposure compensation = -2 to + 2
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REMINDER
Your task in is study is to find a camera that best match ROBERT'S needs. Robert has
recently taken up photography as a hobby. He is serious about this hobby and has even taken a few
classes in photography at FlU. Robert lost his old camera and therefore, needs to buy a new camera
for himself.
Robert uses his camera to take a variety of pictures - portraits of people; closeup shots of
flowers and other small objects; and landscapes. Robert takes pride in the pictures he shoots and
often takes several different shots of the same subject/object before he is satisfied with the picture.
He therefore, wants a camera which gives him flexibility in composing shots.
Having lost his old camera, Robert needs a new one now. Robert is considering buying an
automatic camera with all the latest features, and is willing to spend a maximum of $400. Being a
good friend you are trying to help Robert find a camera that will best meet his needs.
In your search for a camera for Robert you are flipping through a photography magazine and
come across an advertisement for a new camera model "A" which is priced around $350, and is
manufactured by a reputed company.
Assuming that you are choosing a camera for 'Robert', answer a few simple
questions after reading this advertisement.
IMPORTANT: Please read the advertisement carefully. Once you start answering the
survey questions DO NOT go back and look at the advertisement. Please answer the questions in the
order in which they are asked, and once you have moved forward, do not go back to a previous
question.
Please remember that there are no right or wrong answers to any question. I am simply
interested in obtaining your honest opinion. Please read all questions carefully before answering
them. Try to answer ALL questions to the best of your ability. If any question is not clear to you,
raise your hand.
Now you can turn this page and look at the advertisement for model "A" camera
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Now that you have seen the advertisement for model "A" camera, I would lie to ask you a
few questions based on it.
I. How would you describe your feelings toward the model "A" advertisement? Please
circle one number for each pair of adjectives.
Not likable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Very likable
Unfavorable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Very favorable
Boring 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Very interesting
IL How would you describe your feelings toward model "A" camera. Please circle one
number for each pair of adjectives.
Bad 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Good
Negative 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Positive
Dislike it very 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Like it very much
much
I. In your opinion how appropriate would it be to buy the model "A" camera for
Robert?
Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Very Appropriate
Appropriate
Thank you for answering the questions on model "A" advertisement. As you are reading the
photography magazine, you soon come across yet another advertisement. This time the camera is -
model "D". Model "D" is also priced at around $350 and is manufactured by a reputed company.
Please read the model "D" advertisement carefully and answer a few questions about it.
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Now that you have seen the advertisement for model "D" camera, I would like to ask you
a few questions based on it.
. How would you describe your feelings toward the model "D" advertisement? Please
circle one number for each pair of adjectives.
Not likable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Very likable
Unfavorable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Very favorable
Boring 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Very interesting
H. How would you describe your feelings toward model "D" camera. Please circle one
number for each pair of adjectives.
Bad 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Good
Negative 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Positive
Dislike it very 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Like it very much
much
L. In your opinion how appropriate would it be to buy the model "D" camera for
Robert?
Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Very Appropriate
Appropriate
Continue to p.8.
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Now assume that you go to a store to choose a camera for ROBERT. In the store you find eight
cameras. Two of these are models "A" and "D", whose advertisements, you saw a while back. Plus,
there are six other models. All models are similarly priced at around $350 and are from reputed
companies.
So now you have a choice between eight models, which are:
1. model "A" 5. model "E"
2. model "B" 6. model "F"
3. model "C" 7. model "G"
4. model "D" 8. model "H"
The store has information on the features of these models, which you can obtain before making a
choice.
L How interested are you in obtaining information about model "A"?
Not at all Interested 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Very Interested
H. How interested are you in obtaining information about model "D"?
Not at all Interested 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Very Interested
iL How interested are you in obtaining information about the other six models?
Not at all Interested 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Very Interested
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IV. In your opinion what is the likelihood that additional information will elp you find a
camera which is better than model "A"?
Very low likelihood 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Very high likelihood
V. In your opinion what is the likelihood that additional information will help you find a
camera which is better than model "D"?
Very low likelihood 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Very high likelihood
You can use the computer to obtain information about these camera models. The computer will
provide you information about the different features of these models.
To obtain information on any model, you will have to fill in a question format with two blanks, as
shown below:
1. What type of does model ____ have?
Suppose you wanted information on the weight of model "D". When the computer flashes the
question:
1. What type of _______ does model have?
You will first hit the number '1' key and then the ENTER key.
Then you will type - W- (abbreviation for weight) in the first blank and hit the ENTER key. The
cursor will move to the second blank, where you will type - D - and hit the ENTER key again. The
answer to your question will then appear on the screen.
Let us do a practice run. Please remove the white sheet from the computer screen, and ask the
computer to give you information on the weight (W) of model D.
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Do keep in mind that your task is to choose a camera for ROBERT. Your chance of wiing
the $100 reward is linked to the camera you choose. To refresh your memory, a written
description of ROBERT is provided in the YELLOW folder in front of you.
If you feel the need to write do any piece of information, a pen and notepad has been provided for
that purpose. If you have any questions at this stage, please raise your hand and you will be assisted.
Please use the list given below when typing the features in the blanks. Type the abbreviated terms
only and not the full form. For example, if you want information about zoom lens, you simply have
to type - ZL.
YOU HAVE TO MAKE A CHOICE FROM THE FOLLOWING CAMERA MODELS
1. model A 4. model D 7. model G
2. model B 5. model E 8. model H
3. model C 6. model F
YOU CAN GET INFORMATION ON THE FOLLOWING FEATURES
FEATURE ABBREVIATION
1. Aperture size AP
2. DX film speed reader DX
3. Exposure system EX
4. Framing accuracy FA
5. Flash system FL
6. Focus system OF
7. Shutter speed SH
8. Zoom lens ZL
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CONCLUSION OF STUDY FORM
I. You have used information provided by the computer to evaluate the eight camera models.
Could you please rank the eight models in order of preference, i.e., which model you think
is the best choice for ROBERT? ond best? third best? and so forth...
model' "A" model "E"
model "B" model "F"
model "C" model ""
model "D" ____ model "H"
II. Please answer the following questions. I would like to remind you once again that your responses
will be kept completely confidential. There are no right or wrong answers to any questions. I simply
want your honest opinion.
a. How carefully did you assess the features of camera models you searched during this session,
relative to how carefully you would assess features of household products such as paper towels.
Much less About the Much more
carefully same carefully
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
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b. How carefully did you assess the features of camera models you searched during tis session,
relative to how carefully you would assess features of consumer electronic products such as stereos.
Much less About the Much more
carefully same carefully
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
c. How satisfied are you, with the quality of information provided by the computer?
Extremely Extremely
dissatisfied satisfied
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
d. How confident are you that you chose the camera model that was 'best' for Robert?
Not at all Extremely
confident confident
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
e. When doing this study, how important was it for you to make the right brand choice for Robert?
Not at all Extremely
important important
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
IV. What in your opinion was the purpose behind the study you just completed
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V. Please provide the following classification information. This information is being taken for the
purpose of analysis. Personal information is being collected, so that you can be contacted in the event
you win the $100 lottery.
Age: years Gender: Male 1 Female 2
Major area of study:
Name_
SS#
Phone:
Please close all folders and stack them together. Raise your hand to indicate that you have
completed the study.
THANK YOU VERY MUCH!
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APPENDIX J
FOCAL BRAND CONTROL AD
EXPERIMENT 2
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Introducing the ALL IN ONE model 
A camera for all occasions!
* cutting edge features for a sophisticated user
* user friendly operations for hassle free photography
For fast information FAX your request to 1-800-559-4215 model "A" Corporation
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APPENDIX K
FOCAL BRAND POSITIVE PERIPHERAL CUE AD
EXPERIMENT 2
118
9ntroducmg the W- 9-N ONE model "A"
A camera for all occasions!
* cutting edge features
for a sophisticated
user
* user friendly
operations for hassle
free photography
For fast rnformation FAX your request to 1-800-559-4215 model "A" Corporation
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TABLE 1: SUMMARY OF MEASURES USED IN EXPERIMENT 1
Number of Scale Reliability
Measure Items Coefficient
Subjective knowledge 2 .87
Ability to process 5 .86
Attitude toward Ad 3 .94
Attitude toward 3 .94
Brand
Task Involvement 3 .45
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TABLE 2: SUMMARY OF MEASURES USED IN EXPERIMENT 2
Number of Scale Reliability
Measure Items Coefficient
Subjective knowledge 2 .80
Ability to process 5 .87
Attitude toward Ad 3 .92
Attitude toward 3 .95
Brand
Task Involvement 3 .49
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TABLE 3: CELL MEANS FOR MANIPULATION AND
INDUCTION CHECKS: EXPERIMENT 1
Lower Ability Group Higher Ability Group
Measures Control Strong Control Strong Claim
Claim
ABILITY TO PROCESS MANIPULATION
Subjective 3.63 3.11 4.25 4.41
knowledgea
Ability to
processb 1.90 1.13 4.10 4.47
TASK INVOLVEMENT INDUCTION
Care vs paper
towels 7.55 7.22 7.40 7.13
Care vs 5.30 4.78 5.65 5.09
electronic
products
Importance of 6.45 6.69 6.75 6.31
choosing the
best model
a. Scale ranges from 1-7 b. Index ranges from 0-5
c. Scale ranges from 1-9
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TABLE 4: MANIPULATION AND INDUCTION CHECKS:
EXPERIMENT 1 (F-values for 2 x 2 ANOVAs)
Main Effects Interaction
Effect
Measure Ability level Ad Content
(AL) (AC) AL x AC
ABILITY TO PROCESS MANIPULATION
Subjective
knowledge 21.86a 0.62 2.17
Ability to
process 119.76a 0.56 4.40c
TASK INVOLVEMENT INDUCTION
Care vs paper
towels 0.12 0.76 0.01
Care vs
electronic 1.26 3.22d 0.00
products
Importance of
choosing the 0.06 0.05 0.52
best model
p <. 0 1  cp<.05 dp < .10
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TABLE 7.- ANALYSIS FOR H3a- EXPERIMENT 1
Percentage is
Ability Level Control Strong
Ad Argurr-
. "
Hi her . 81.3 %
)__ _ . t m Sub* is Searching Focal Brand first
g v trol t
Ad Arguments
Lower 67.7%
Hi 1, -ar .2 %
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TABLE 10- CELL MEANS FOR MANIPULATION AND
IINDUCTION"'HECKS:
Ability Ability
Measures r Peripheral Control Peripheral
ABILITY TO PROCESS MANIPULATION
Subjective knowledge' 3.20 3.35 4.39 4.50
Ability t proceSSb 1.15 1.00 4.19 3.88
Care vs paper towels 6.44 7.28 7.61
Care v electronic 5.66 5.94
products
Importance of choosing 6.33 . 6.38 6.87
t t model
AD CONTENT MANIPULATION
Picture quality- 5.21 4.76 4.44 4.53
Technical
tsophistication
User i i sc 6.27 . 6.00 6.78
a. Scale sfrom 1-7 b. Scale ranges from 0-5
c. ranges Scale from 1-9
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TABLE 11: MANIPULATION AND INDUCTION CHECKS:
EXPERIMENT 2 (F-values for 2 x 2 ANOVAs)
Main Effects Interaction
Effect
Measure Ability Ad Content
Level (AC) AL x AC
(AL)
ABILITY TO PROCESS MANIPULATION
Subjective knowledge 37.89a 0.47 0.01
Objective knowledge 152.42" 0.93 0.11
TASK INVOLVEMENT INDUCTION
Care vs paper towels 5.24c 0.27 2.45
Care vs electronic 7.15 0.00 0.82
products
Importance of 0.01 2.57 0.06
choosing the best
model
AD CONTENT MANIPULATION
Picture quality 2.47 0.34 0.74
Technical 0.02 0.35 0.98
sophistication
User friendliness 0.03 1.68 0.92
p <,. p <.01 p <.05
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TABLE 13: SEARCH ATTITUDES AND BEHAVIOR: EXPERIMENT 2 (F-
values for 2 x 2 ANOVAs)
Main Effects Interaction Effect
Measure Ability Level Ad Content(AL) (AC) AL x AC
Attitude toward focal 1.86 14.68a 0.91
brand ad
Attitude toward focal 1.43 3.24c 1.96
brand
Attitude toward searching 0.28 1.14 0.79
focal brand
Attitude toward searching 0.49 1.72 1.31
the advertised competing
brand
Perceived search benefit
- finding a better option
than focal brand 1.01 0.10 0.01
-finding a better option
than advertised competing
brand 0.14 0.02 0.18
- finding a better option
than the two advertised 0.48 0.01 0.15
brands
Attitude toward searching
nonadvertised competing 1.12 0.01 4.25b
brands
Attitude toward searching 0.00 0.99 5.8 lb
all competing brands
Total searches on focal
brand 1.89 0.16 .1
p< .001 p< .05 p< .10
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TABLE 13 Contd
Fmy 1
Main Effects T. ti
Ability 
Effect
Measure 
Content
Level (AL) (AC) AL x AC
Percentage search 4.72 b 0.02 0.09
effort on focal brand
Number of competing
brands searched 2.26 0.18 0.43
Number search
questions asked on 0.00 0.36 0.00
competing brands
Percentage 
search 
effort on ti
brands
Focal branudd ratting 2.61 + f 0.86
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